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# ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the historical evolution of trademark law, with a focus on the International Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (1883), the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks (1957), and the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). The paper also examines the various types of trademark rights, such as service marks, collective marks, and certification marks, and their protection under international law.

# ÖZET

Bu makale, ticari mağaza kanunu tarihsel evrimini ele alıyor, Özellikle 1883 tarihli Uluslararası patent koruma konvensiyonu, 1957 tarihli Madrid anlaşma, ve ticari iliskilerle ilgili zeka sahipliyetinin standartları ile ilgili uluslararası düzenlemeleri inceliyor. Makale aynı zamanda hizmet markaları, kolektif markalar, ve garanti markaları gibi çeşitli marka haklarının uluslararası hukuki korumasını ve ilerlemesini de değerlendiriyor.
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ÇALIŞMANIN BASLANGıÇ KİSMINDA, FIKRI VE SINAI MÜLKİYET HAKLARININ TARIHÇESI VE FIKRI SINAI MÜLKİYET HAKLARI KıSACA ANLATILMISTİR. MARKA HAKKININ TARIHI SÜREC İÇERİSİNDEKİ GELİSİMİ İLE BU KONUYA İLGİLİ EN ÖNEMLİ ULAŞMARARASI ANLASMALAR AçIKLANMıSTıR. ÇALIŞMADA AYıRCı MARKANIN FONKSİYONLARI, MARKA HAKKININ KORUMASI VE KORUNMA KİTERLERİ İLE MARKANın ŞAGLADıĞI HAKLAR 89/104 SAYıLI DİREKTİF VE 40/94 SAYıLI YÖNETMELIK KAPSAMıNDA INCELENMİSTİR.

MALLARın SERBEST DOLASIıMı İLKESİ İLE ORTAK PAZAR OLUŞTURULMASI HEDENİNIN SAĞLANMASINDA MARKA HAKKINin BİR ENGEL OLAyıK KULLANILMASI ARASINDA BAĞLANTI KURULMASı ANLAMıNDA, AVRUPA BİRLİNGİDE MALLARın SERBEST DOLASIıMı VE AVRUPA BİRLİĞİ ADALET DIVANıNın KARARLARI DETAYLI BİR SEKİLDE İNCELENMİSTİR.

MARKA HAKKın TÜKETİLMESİ VE PARALEL İHRACAT KONULARı AVRUPA BİRLİĞİ ADALET DIVANI KARARLARI DOGRULÜTSUNDA GÖZDEN GEÇİRİLMİSTİR. SONUÇ OLAyıK TÜRKİYE’DE MARKA HAKKın TÜKETİLMESİ VE GÜMRÜK BİRLİĞİ KARARININ TÜRKİYE İLE AVRUPA BİRLİĞİ ARASINDAKI PARALEL TİCARETE ETKİLERİ AçIKLANMıSTİR.
INTRODUCTION

As the world is becoming a global market, a group of intellectual property right owners are insisting for a stronger protection for their rights, while another group is insisting for elimination of borders and establishing a world, which has a free trade area.

With the revolutions and inventions in the field of technology today, it is very easy to go from one place to another in the world. To satisfy the consumers’ needs the goods are being produced in many different ways and they travel to different countries faster than ever. These changes in the international trade forced countries to make agreements and arrangements such as WIPO, WTO, NAFTA....

The custom union agreements, free trade agreements all aim to establish the free movement of goods. Ideally the free movement of goods raises competition in the market, which is beneficial for the consumers.

Parallel to these changes in the international trade, Turkey had to adopt itself to the changing world and has signed international agreements and changed its legislation in order to find a place in the global market.

Even though there is a tendency to eliminate the barriers to establish a global market, it has seen that, intellectual property rights can be used against the free trade because of its own nature. For this reason, to make a balance with protection and limitation of these rights some main principles are established. Exhaustion of intellectual property rights is one of these main principles that have been accepted in the world. The usage of this principle varies as national, regional and international exhaustion.

It is not the aim of this study to review all the intellectual property rights. The study mainly focuses on the trademark rights in EU, the exhaustion of trademark rights, the different usage of exhaustion principles, parallel trade, usage of the exhaustion principle according to Turkish legislation and the agreements made between Turkey and EU.
I. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

Most broadly “Intellectual property rights are the rights given to persons over the creations of their minds”. Most broadly “Intellectual property rights are the rights given to persons over the creations of their minds”. Intellectual property rights, concerns legal rights associated with the intellectual creative effort or commercial reputation and goodwill and its meaning includes artistic works, films, computer programs, inventions, designs and marks used by traders for their goods or services.

Many countries use different terms to describe intellectual property rights to make a distinction between the other kinds of property rights. For instance, British uses the term “immovable property” for the intellectual rights to make a distinction between the movable property. Even though there are numerous different kinds of terms used for describing these intellectual and artistic creation and commercial reputation rights, it is agreed by the Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization the term “intellectual property rights” should be used while defining the literary, artistic and scientific works, performances of performing artists, phonograms, and broadcasts, inventions in all fields of human endeavor, scientific discoveries, industrial designs, trademarks, service marks, and commercial name and designations, protection against unfair competition, and all other rights resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary or artistic fields. As well as Convention Establishing the WIPO,

---

4 Tekinalp claims that German law uses the term “Heitz”, Switz law uses the term “immaterielgüterrecht” which means the immaterial rights to describe the intellectual property rights.
6 Article 2 (viii) of the Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization.
TRIPs\(^7\) agreement also used the term; “intellectual property rights” in its name, preamble and in article 7 of the agreement.

Intellectual property has a long history, it is claimed that a grant for a two-year monopoly on a recipe found among the ruins of a second-century Greek town to the 14\(^{th}\) century monopolies for glass making and mining techniques, and it is the strongest evidence of the inception of the intellectual property rights.\(^8\)

With the invention of the printers, in 1455, the press and publication rights occurred. In 1469, the press and publication right of a book was granted to a publisher in Venice, for the first time.\(^9\) The first act that has given copyrights on the intellectual property rights was declared in 1709, England and instead of this act, Copyright Act came into force in 1775.\(^{10}\) Since the World War II the world has been globalizing, and the importance of the intellectual property rights has a great importance in commercial business in this competing environment. Since the early centuries the intellectual property rights has evolved with the development of the society, needs and the markets. As a result of this evolution today new and different form of intellectual property, such as geographical signs, rights in performances, computer programs, domain names, rights on semiconductor chips, plant and seed varieties protection rights has emerged. Since the subject of this thesis is the trademarks and the exhaustion of trademarks, all the categories of the intellectual property rights will not be examined in this thesis. In this section the four main categories of intellectual property as stated in the Paris Convention of 1883, will be examined briefly.

---

\(^7\) Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights.


1.1. Industrial Property Rights

1.1.1. Patent

Patent is a right that gives its owner a monopoly, in respect of an invention that is applicable in industry, which surpasses the state of art.\(^{11}\) An invention is a novel idea that solves a specific problem in the field of technology.\(^{12}\) An invention may relate to a product or a process. The protection of the patent is limited in time, generally 20 years.

The patented invention may not be exploited in the protector country by the persons other than the owner of the patent unless there is a consent of the owner.

It should be noticed that the word patentee does not always reflect the actual person who made the invention. Even if someone steals the inventor’s idea and gets his patent application first, the law protects the usurper.\(^{13}\) Many inventions are made by the employees and usually the employer is the proprietor although the inventor will still be named as the inventor in the patent, so the owner of a patent is the person who is registered as the proprietor.\(^{14}\)

1.1.1.a. Conditions of Patentability

Patentable Subject Matter

Patentable subject matter is usually defined in terms of the exceptions to patentability. The general rule being that patent protection shall be available for inventions in all fields of technology.

Examples of fields of technology which may be excluded from the scope of patentable subject matter includes the following\(^{15}\):

- discoveries of materials or substances already existing in nature;
- scientific theories or mathematical methods;
- plant or animal varieties, or essentially biological processes for the production of such plant or animal varieties, other than microbiological processes:
- schemes, rules, methods, such as those for doing business, performing purely mental acts or playing games;
- methods of treatment for humans or animals, or diagnostic methods practiced on humans or animals.

The TRIPS Agreement (Article 27.2 and 27.3) specifies that Members may exclude from patent protection certain kinds of inventions, for instance inventions the commercial exploitation of which would contravene public order or morality.

Similar exceptions to patentability are mentioned in Article 6 of the Decree with the Force of Law No.551 Concerning the Protection of Patent Rights under the heading “Inventions Excluded From Patent Protection”.

\(^{15}\) The European Patent Convention.
Industrial Applicability

An invention, which is subject to a patent, should not be purely theoretical. It must have industrial applicability.

According to Article 10 of the Decree Law No.551 Pertaining to the Protection of Patent Rights; “if the invention is capable of production or use in any branch of industry, including agriculture, it will be considered industrially applicable.”

Novelty

An invention is new if it is not anticipated by the prior art. “Prior art” is, in general, all the knowledge that existed prior to the relevant filing or priority date of a patent application, whether it existed by way of written or oral disclosure.

The disclosure of an invention so that it becomes part of the prior art may take place in three ways, namely;

- by a description of the invention in a published writing or publication in other form;
- by a description of the invention in spoken words uttered in public, such a disclosure being called an oral disclosure;
- by the use of the invention in public, or by putting the public in a position that enables any member of the public to use it, such a disclosure being a “disclosure by use”.

Publications include issued patent or published patent applications, writings, pictures including photographs, drawings or films, and recording, whether they be discs or tapes in either spoken or coded language. Publication on the Internet must increasingly be taken into consideration.
According to Article 7 of the Turkish Decree with the Force of Law No.551 Concerning the Protection of Patent Rights; an invention, which is not known in the prior art is new. The expression “prior art” is defined in this article as any knowledge related to the subject matter of an invention which has been made public by written or oral presentation or usage or any other means accessible to the public anywhere in the world prior to the date of filing of a patent application.

Inventive Step
The patent protection should not be given to what is already known as a part of the prior art or to anything that a person with an ordinary skill could deduce as an obvious consequence thereof. The expression “ordinary skill” is intended to exclude the “best” expert that can be found.

According to Article 9 of the Decree with the Force of Law No. 551; “Where the invention arose from an activity which could not be anticipated from the prior state of the art by an expert in the relevant field, the prior state of art will be deemed to have been surpassed.”

1.1.1.b. The Scope of the Rights Available Under a Patent

The patent owner has the monopoly rights over the subject matter of his patent. This monopoly right means that the individuals or enterprises may not exploit or imitate the invention during the duration of the patent.\(^{16}\) The monopoly right of the patent holder is defined by “the claims”. Claim is usually a single sentence,\(^{17}\) if necessary chemical or mathematical symbols or diagrams used to define the area in which the patent holder exercises his monopoly powers.\(^{18}\)


If a third-party activity falls within the scope of a patent than there is said to be “infringement”. The material rights conferred by the patent rights are listed in Article 73 of the Turkish Decree with the Force of Law No.551. In order to this article, without the consent of the patent holder, the third-parties may not produce, sell, imitate, parallel import, or with this aim may not hold patented goods more than they need. As for the patent right of process the third parties may not use the patented process or sell, import the goods, which are produced by the patented process, or stock goods, which are produced by the patented process.

The patent holder has the right to give licenses to third parties or mortgaging the patent right.

### 1.1.2 Utility Model

Utility model is a kind of industrial property rights. Utility model protection provides registered protection to inventions, which do not bring an invention as the standard required for a patent.\(^\text{19}\) It grants an invention “small” or “less complex” protection than a patent.\(^\text{20}\) But there is no global acceptance of the term “utility model”. For instance, in Belgium it is referred as “short term patent” or in France as “utility certificate”. There is a lack of harmonization in the field of Utility Models in the international area. But there is a consensus that the level of invention required to obtain the registration is lower than to obtain a patent registration and it has less legal certainty than a patent. The protection is granted for a shorter period (generally 10 years) than a patent protection. Novelty is a criterion in all utility model systems but the standard of novelty varies widely.\(^\text{21}\)


\(^{19}\) What is a utility model?


In July 1995 The European Commission adopted Green Paper on Utility Model Protection. Turkish Patent Decree grants protection for the inventions, which are new and industrially applicable.

1.1.3. Design

Design law aroused as a need for the textile industry\textsuperscript{22}, the decrees accepted during the 16\textsuperscript{th} century to protect the silk producers who lived in Lyon, France are the early examples of the design law. Later in the history the protection of designs were enlarged to any kind of goods that are manufactured. The 1839 Copyright Act, in England is the first code that accepted the design law nationwide.


The EU 1998/71 Design Directive describes the design in Article 3:

A design of a product which constitutes a component part of a complex product shall only be considered new and to have individual character:

(a) if the component part, when incorporated into the complex product, remains visible during normal use of the latter, and
(b) to the extend that the visible features of the component part fulfill in themselves the requirement as to novelty and individual character.

Turkey accepted the protection of industrial design with Decree No:554. The decree came into effect with the publication in the Official Gazette on June 27, 1995. The Decree accepts the design as a product of a whole part of a work or a part of the work such as the ornaments of that product or the color or the elasticity of that product which can be perceived by the human senses. The Decree follows the original wording of the EU Directive except that the “elasticity” is not found in the EU Directive. The Decree does not protect the design without the product.

The protection is usually granted for 5 years and with a renewal in every 5 years it can be up to 25 years.

1.2 Copyrights

As it is understood from the term it self, copyright refers to the right to copy. The core of the intellectual property rights is borne from the right to copy. Copying can be in many different ways such as taking a picture of an object or recording a sign or voice or a vision to a device such as cd’s or tapes, in order to reflect it in another device such as TV or computer. Copyright owner has the right to make and sell copies of particular expression. Copyright protects the expression of an idea, the ideas are not protectable under the copyright law.

The rights of a copyright owner can be grouped into two: economic rights and moral rights.

Economic rights are the rights to adopt, reproduce, distribute, performance and broadcast.

---

Moral rights are the author's personal rights, such as to indicate author's name or maintaining the identity of an author's work.

The Berne Convention on Literary and Artistic Works of 1886 was accepted by 11 countries and than revised in 1971 and amended in 1979. This convention was the first step that was taken in order to harmonize the laws in the field of copyrights. The Article 2 of the Berne Convention sets out the works to be protected:

“... every protection in the literary, scientific and artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression, such as books, pamphlets and other writings; lectures, addresses, sermons and other works of the same nature; dramatic or dramatico-musical works; choreographic works and entertainments in dumb show; musical compositions with or without words; cinematographic works to which are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to cinematography; works of drawing, painting, architecture, sculpture, engraving and lithography; photographic works to which are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to photography, works of applied art; illustrations, maps, plans, sketches and three dimensional works relative to geography, topography, architecture or science; translations, adaptations, arrangements of music and other adaptations of a literary or artistic work, without prejudice to the copyright in the original work.”

The Berne Convention requires a protection period of at least 50 years. European Council extended the rights of an author of a literary or artistic work for the life of the author and for 70 years after his death with a Council Directive in 1993.\textsuperscript{25} Turkey also accepted to grant a 70 year protection with some exceptions.

In the area of Copyright the Related (Neighboring) Rights should also be mentioned. The related rights refers to the rights of performers, producers and broadcasters to authorize or to prohibit the fixation reproduction, distribution and broadcasting their works

### 1.3 New Intellectual Property Rights

The protection of semi-conductors topographies is designed in the surface of a computer chip, and that is why they are usually named as “chips”. They create a new sui generis form of IP outside the scope of traditional categories. The USA was the first country that accepted a protection for the semiconductor chips. The Semiconductor Chip Protection Act came into force in 1984, in USA. European Community accepted the Council Directive on the legal protection of topographies of semiconductor products (87/54/EEC) on 16 December 1986. The Directive requires that all Member States must provide a certain level of protection to the semi-conductors, but the mode of protection; whether it would be patent or design law, was left to the discretion of the member states.\textsuperscript{26}

The Directive defines semi-conductor product as, “... the final or intermediate form of any product : (i) representing the three-dimensional pattern of the layers of which includes a layer of semi-conducting materials; and (ii) having one or more other layers composed of conducting, insulating or semi-conducting material, the layers being arranged in accordance with a predetermined three-dimensional pattern, and (iii) intended to perform, exclusively or together with other functions, an electronic function.”

The topography defined in the Directive as, “... a series of related images, however fixed or encoded; (i) representing the three-dimensional pattern of the layers of which a semiconductor product is composed; and (ii) in which the series,

---

each image has the last pattern or part of the pattern of a surface of the semiconductor product at any stage of its manufacture.”

The directive protects the three-dimensional pattern created by layers of circuitry\textsuperscript{27}, against the reproduction, commercial exploitation and importation for a period of 10 years starting from the first commercial exploitation.

On April 30, 2004 Turkey accepted the protection of topographies with the code number 5147.

II. HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF TRADEMARK LAW

Trademarks have been used since early ages. In Roman times embossing or impressing a mark on a pottery was very common.\textsuperscript{28} It is not surely known, when a rose or any kind of flower motive stitched on the underwear of kings in the beginning of middle age was to distinguish whether that product belong to a family or represents a work of the producer of that good.\textsuperscript{29} But also it is known that the guilds required their members to attach a distinctive mark on their wares in order to identify the original producer of that good. By this way these marks helped guild authorities to trace and punish those who produced more than their quota or indulged in price-cutting.\textsuperscript{30}

At the beginning 16'th century, the trademarks were used as a symbol of quality control\textsuperscript{31} and by the end of the 16'th century, shopkeepers used signs to illustrate their trades very commonly and started using an early form of business card.\textsuperscript{32} The industrial revolution raised the importance of trademarks. During the 19'th century trademarks became a form of liability. The trademarks were used in the area of advertising. Today the trademarks have enormous economical value and they became an economical asset. Consumers value trademarks because they indicate the quality of that product. With the evolution of the economical value of the trademarks, the competition between the companies became a growing problem in the international trade relations. The counterfeiting and piracy problems occurred. As a result of these problems some agreements and arrangements had to be signed and done in the international arena.

III. AGREEMENTS FOR THE PROTECTION OF TRADE MARKS

3.1. Paris Convention for The Protection of Industrial Property (1883)

Paris Convention does not only provide protection for the trademarks it also protects patents, utility models, industrial design, indications of source and repression of unfair competition (Article 1).

Paris Convention created a registration system for the trademarks. Any person that fills an application for registration of a trademark in one of the contracting states, and if nothing occurs during a limited time period of 6 or 12 months respectively than the applicant has the priority right to register the same trademark in every other contracting state (Article 4).

According to the Convention, there is no obligation to register the trademark first in the country of the origin, the contracting parties may not refuse the registration basing on this reason (Article 6 and 7).

For the effective protection all goods unlawfully bearing a trademark or trade name shall be seized on importation into those countries of the contracting states where such mark or trade name is entitled to legal protection (Article 9).

Article 10 provides protection against unfair competition. The Convention has provisions about protection of service marks, business names, national emblems, official signs, collective marks and well-known marks.
3.2. The Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks

After the Paris Convention the most important Agreement about the trademarks is the Madrid Agreement. The Agreement was signed in 14 April 1891. It was revised at Brussels (1900), at Washington (1911), at the Hague (1925), at London (1934), at Nice (1957) and at Stockholm (1967). Turkey was a party to Madrid Agreement from 1930\textsuperscript{33} to 1955\textsuperscript{34}.

All member states of the European Union except Denmark, Greece, Ireland and the United Kingdom signed the Madrid Agreement. Those countries of EU, which did not sign the agreement, also including Turkey became a party only to The Madrid Protocol relating to it, which was adopted on June 27, 1989. Turkey joined the Protocol in 1997\textsuperscript{35}. The protocol came into force to mitigate deficiencies of the Agreement and states that even those countries that did not sign the Madrid Agreement shall be member of the same union that was created by it (Article 1).

The Madrid Agreement created an International Bureau of Intellectual Property. The applicant must be a national of a country party to the Madrid Agreement or a person having his domicile or real and effective industrial or commercial establishment in such a country. Applicant can be a natural person or a legal entity. By submitting a single application to the Central Registration Bureau (of WIPO), the applicant may obtain a protection for that mark in all the other contracting parties.

After submitting an application WIPO forwards the application to the national registries of the countries designated by the applicant. Any notification or refusal by the Office of a designated country must be send to WIPO with in a time limit of one year. The Madrid Protocol provides exceptions for that time frame and

\textsuperscript{33} RG. 29.05.1930, No:1506.
\textsuperscript{34} RG. 20.07.1955, No:9059.
\textsuperscript{35} RG. 22.08.1997, No:23088.
according to the Protocol the refusals can be declared 18 months or longer under certain conditions.

According to the Agreement the registry is granted for a period of 20 years and it is renewable upon extra payments but the Protocol reduced the registration of a mark from 20 years to 10 years. A change in the name of the holder etc. may be recorded in the International Register upon request.

The Madrid Protocol introduced major innovations into the Madrid system. According to the Madrid Agreement an international application must be based on a national registration in the country of origin. As a result of this if the home registration is cancelled than the international registration and all the resulting rights in the dependant countries also cease to exit. The Protocol allows the applicants to transfer the dependant registrations into national registrations, by reapplying in each foreign jurisdiction individually.

3.3. Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purpose of the Registration of Marks (1957)

As it is understood from the title, the Nice Agreement provides a classification of goods and services for the purposes of registering trademarks and service marks. The Agreement was concluded on June 15, 1957 and it was revised at Stockholm in 1967 and at Geneva in 1977 and it was amended in 1979. Today only 72 States are party to the Nice Agreement. Turkey signed the Agreement in 1995. The agreement is open to States party to the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property.

According to the Agreement the services and goods consist a list of classes depending on their common specialties. There are thirty-four classes for the

---

36 RG. 13.08.1995, No: 22373.
goods and eleven for the services. The Class Headings describe the nature of the
goods and services, and the Explanatory Notes give a detailed description of the
type of the product or service. The goods and services are listed in alphabetical
order. Both lists are from time to time amended by a Committee of Experts on
which all contracting States are represented\textsuperscript{37}. A new edition is published every
five years. The current (8\textsuperscript{th}) edition has been in force since January 1, 2002.

Article 2 of the Agreement states that the States are allowed to accept the Nice
Classification system either as a principle or as a subsidiary system. The
Agreement is not binding as long as the Member State does not agree otherwise.

\subsection{3.4. Vienna Agreement}

The 1973 Vienna Agreement provides a classification of figurative elements. It
also provides a classification of symbols for marks. The purpose of the agreement
is to establish an easier way to code the figurative marks.

\subsection{3.5. Trade Mark Law Treaty}

The Trade Mark Law Treaty was concluded in 1994 and is open to States party to
WIPO Convention and to Paris Convention.

The Treaty is design to simplify and harmonize the procedures of the trademark
registration systems. The registration procedure of the Treaty can be divided into
three main phases: An application for registration changes after registration and
renewal. Each phase clearly states what a trademark office can or cannot require
form the applicant.

\textsuperscript{37} Summary of the Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (1957)
3.6. The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs)

The differences in the intellectual property legislation of the countries caused many problems on the path of achieving a consensus on protection of intellectual property rights. The GATT\(^{38}\) Uruguay Round negotiations offered another forum for solving these problems.

The Uruguay Round was concluded on December 15, 1993. The TRIPs Agreement is Annex 1C of the Marrakech Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization (WTO Agreement) was adopted on April 15, 1994. The WTO Agreement including TRIPs Agreement entered into force on January 1, 1995. Turkey approved the WTO Agreement on January 26, 1995.

TRIPs goes beyond rectifying the terms of trade between nations, it covers all basic forms of IP rights.\(^{39}\) The TRIPs Agreement establishes the most extensive protection to intellectual property rights among all the international agreements. Only breeders’ rights and utility models are not included to the Agreement. The rules of the Agreement are supplementary to those of the existing international conventions.\(^{40} \)\(^{41}\) Article 2 of the Agreement sets the relationship between the TRIPs and Paris Convention, WTO members must comply with the Articles 1-12 and 19 of the 1967 revised version of the Paris Convention.\(^{42}\)

The Member States of WTO were granted different transition periods by the TRIPs Agreement. Developing countries should implement their obligations until year

\(^{38}\) The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.


\(^{41}\) First Recital of the Preamble, Articles 1(3), 2, 3(1), 4(1).

and the least developed countries should until the year 2006. Also the “economies in transition” have right to postpone their obligations until the year 2000.

The TRIPs Agreement sets a provision which states that the during a transitional period the benefiting country can not downgrade its level of protection of intellectual property rights.

The TRIPs Agreement also requires, if there is a request or mutually agreed terms etc., developed country members to provide cooperation on technical and financial issues in favor of developing and least developed country Members.

The National Treatment and the Most-Favored-Nation Treatment principles are accepted by TRIPs Agreement. These principles applied to nationals because IP rights are private property rights. Since Paris Convention extends the benefits of the non-nationals, such as having a domicile or having a real or industrial establishment in the territory of a Union Member, TRIPs Agreement agrees to apply these principles to the natural or legal persons who qualify as nationals according to the Paris Convention. The TRIPs Agreement allows member states to implement trademark protection beyond the minimum standards, but also requires that each member state must extend the same rights to nationals of the other member states.

The Most-Favored-Nation Treatment prevents a member preferring its own citizens over non-nationals from other member states while at the same time prohibits discrimination between nationals of different member states. According to this principle, any advantage, favor, privilege or immunity granted by a Member

---

43 Article 65 (2).
44 Article 66 (1).
45 Article 65 (3).
46 Article 65 (5).
47 Article 67.
48 Articles 3 and 4.
to the nationals of any other country (whether a member or not) shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the nationals of all other Members.

Article 6 of the TRIPs Agreement deals with the exhaustion of rights. It states that “for the purposes of dispute resolution, subject to the provisions of Articles 3 and 4 nothing in this Agreement shall be used to address the subject of exhaustion of intellectual property rights”.

Articles 3 and 4 of the Agreement deal with the national treatment and the most favored nation treatment principles. It looks like TRIPs drafters left the choice to each Member State. The Member States are free to adopt the doctrine of exhaustion as they wish (national, regional or international). The academicians have been arguing about applying the TRIPs most favored nation principle would not help to extend the EC rules regarding to other WTO Members because the discrimination is based on the origin of the goods rather than the nationality of the parallel importer. According to Talia Einhorn, since the right of establishment in the EC and the right to provide services are granted only to EC nationals, the EC rules of exhaustion would favor EC nationals.49

Section 2 of the TRIPs Agreement provides rules about the scope and use of the trademark rights. TRIPs Agreement has defined what kind of symbols or signs could be deemed in the protection area of trademarks. Trademarks are signs or symbols (including logos and names) registered by a manufacturer or merchant to identify goods and services. A valid trademark allows the owner to exclude from commerce imitations likely to mislead the public.

The nature of the goods or services to which a trademark is to be applied, should not form an obstacle to the registration of the mark.50 The Member States have

50 Article 15 (4).
to publish the trademarks and have to give opportunity to cancellation and opposition to the registration. The owner of a registered trademark has the exclusive right to prevent all third parties, not having the owner’s consent, from using in the course of trade, identical or similar signs for goods or services which are identical or similar to those in respect of which the trademark is registered (where such use would result in a likelihood of confusion). Certain restrictions and compulsory licensing of trademarks is not allowed.

Protection is usually granted for ten years, and is renewable as long as the trademark continues to be used. Every renewal time period will be valid for minimum seven years. Agreement puts forward the same protection system for both service trademarks and trademarks for goods.

51 Article 15 (5).
52 Article 16 (1).
53 Article 20.
54 Article 21.
IV. TRADE MARKS

Since the early centuries trademarks have already been existed. Trademarks started to play an important role with the industrialization, and they became a key factor in modern world of international trade and market-oriented economies. Consumers need to be given guidance that will allow them to consider the alternatives and make their choice between the competing goods for this reason trademark law is getting more and more important everyday.

Article 2 of the European Community Trade Marks Harmonization Directive55 (The “Directive”) defines trademark as;

“A trade mark may consist of any sign capable of being represented graphically, particularly words, including personal names, designs, letters, numerals, the shape of goods or of their packaging, provided that such signs are capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings.”

A similar definition is made in TRIPs Agreement;

“Any sign, capable of distinguishing the goods and services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings, must be eligible for registration as a trademark, provided that it is virtually perceptible. Such signs, in particular words including personal names, letters, numerals, figurative elements and combination of colors as well as any combinations of such signs, must be eligible for registration as trademarks. Members may require, as a condition of registration, that signs be visually perceptible.”56

56 Article 15/1 of the TRIPs Agreement.
In USA the federal Lanham Act defines that a trademark is a designation used to “identify and distinguish” the goods of a person.\textsuperscript{57}

A trademark can be a word, sign, phrase, symbol, design or combination of words, phrases, signs, symbols or designs as long as it distinguishes and identifies the source of the goods and services of one party from those of others.

As it is stated both in the Directive and TRIPs Agreement, signs, which are going to be registered as trademarks must be perceptible and represented graphically. Most of the countries allow registration only of signs that can be represented graphically, because only they can be physically registered and published in a trademark journal to inform the public of the registration of the trademark.\textsuperscript{58}

In Turkey, Trademark protection is guaranteed by the Decree Law No. 556 pertaining to Protection of Trademarks. It is in force as from June 27, 1995 and amended by the law No. 4128 as of November 7, 1995. Different from the TRIPS Agreement, Turkish Decree Law does not require visual perception of a trademark. This issue is commented as that the smells, tastes or even sounds can be registered as trademarks.\textsuperscript{59} If a sound can be put into notes or smell can be formulated, than they both can be registered as trademarks. The United States is the first country to have recognized the registrability of a smell mark-fresh floral fragrance reminiscent of Plumeria blossoms for sewing thread and embroidery yarn- in 1990.

In determining what can qualify as a trademark, it is important that, that symbol, word, phrase etc. should be so distinctive that it is capable of performing the function of identifying and distinguishing the goods that bear that symbol, word, phrase etc. This rule is known as the “distinctive character of a trademark”.

\textsuperscript{57} Lanham Act \$ 45, 15 U.S.C.A \$ 1127.
To give distinction to a trademark there are some requirements:

- The trademark should not be a generic term, which defines a category or type to which the goods belong.
- The trademark should not be a descriptive sign that serves to designate the kind, quality, intended purpose, value, place of origin or any other characteristics of the good for which the symbol is intended to be used.
- The test of whether a trademark is distinctive or not depends on the understanding of consumers or at least the person to whom it is addressed.⁶⁰
- A reference to geographical origin may be distinctive as long as it is an unknown place or when there is no other manufacturer in that area.
- Letters, numerals and basic geometrical shapes can be distinctive when they are in a fanciful device.
- The use of words and devices in colors or combined with color generally increases their distinctiveness. Signs consisting exclusively for individual color or color combinations can be registrable as trademarks.
- Meaningless words are generally more distinctive. A very famous example of this category is “KODAK” (it has no meaning at all).
- Common words from daily language can be highly distinctive if they communicate a meaning that is arbitrary in relation to the product on which they are used. For example, the word “APPLE” cannot be registered for apples but “APPLE” mark (both the word and the device) is very distinctive for computers.

In the Directive and TRIPs Agreement, signs, which can be registered as trademarks are listed. These signs are not limited any sign which has a distinctive character can be registered as trademark. Since the purpose of trademark is distinguishing goods from other goods and any sign, which can visually perceptible

---

and has a distinguishing character, trademark laws should not therefore attempt to draw up an exhaustive list of signs admitted for registration.

The following kinds of and categories of signs can be considered as trademarks:

**Words** : Any word, whether invented or not, scientific, daily used or surnames, company names, slogans can be registered as a trademark as long as that word does not have relation with the product on which it is used or does not have a direct reference to the character or quality of goods. The invented words must be newly coined and must convey no obvious meaning to the consumer.\(^{61}\) The trademark can be consist of more than one word. In the “Baby Dry” decision, Court Of Justice decided that even though each word it self in the “Baby Dry” represents the characteristics of the baby diphers, the combine usage of these two words is unusual and has a distinguitive character.\(^{62}\)

**Letters and Numerals** : A single letter or a numeral does not have a distingiuitive character.\(^{63}\) When a single letter or a numeral gains a distinguitive character than it can be registered as a trademark.

**Drawings** : A drawing of a plant or an object or an animal can be registered as a trademark. Companies usually register drawings of a cat, dog, bear etc. as their trademark. The drawing of a crocodile is used for the famous “Lacoste” brand.

**Logos** : A logo is a symbol of graphic designs or drawings. If a logo is new and has a distinctive character than it can be registered as a trademark. The combination of a two, upside down form of letter “C” is forms logo of “CHANEL”.

**Colors** : The Directive does not refer to colors in the Article 2. Also the Council Regulation EC/40/94 does not accept colors as a trademark. Madrid Protocol refers

---


to colors in Article 3. TRIPS Agreement as mentioned above accepts colors as a trademark. Court of Justice decided that a single color can be registered as a trademark. On the other hand in Viking-Umwelttechnik v OIHM the Court of Justice held that the combination of the colors green and grey were not unusual and they were not arranged in a specific way. Therefore, it was not distinctive in relation to garden tools. In Libertal Groep BV v. Benelux – Merkenbureau case (6 May 2003), the Court of Justice was asked to rule on whether, a single color could be registered within art. 3 of the Directive 89/104.

The ECJ held that a single color may have a distinctive character however three conditions had to be satisfied in order to decide whether a trademark capable of constituting a trademark.

a- It had to be a sign. A color could be a sign in relation to a product or service, depending on the context of its use.

b- It had to be capable of graphic representation. For that purpose it had to be clear, precise, self-contained, easily accessible, intelligible, durable and objective.

c- It had to be capable of distinguishing the goods or services. Distinctiveness of a color without prior use was virtually inconceivable, but it was possible for a color to acquire distinctive character in relation to particular goods or services following use of it under article 3 (3).

Color marks are likely to be registered in Europe if they are combined with other features in a composite mark or if there is sufficient evidence of use of color or colors alone.

Three-Dimensional Signs: A typical category of three-dimensional signs is the shape of the goods and their packages. Usually three-dimensional signs are used

---

in industrial designs. If this design is new and distinctive than it can be protected by the Directive as well as the Directive 98/71/EC on the Protection of Designs.67 While industrial designs have a protection time frame up to 25 years, trademarks are protected for longer period of times depending on renewals. The Directive and the Regulation accepts registration three-dimensional signs as trademarks. The criteria for assessing the distinctive character of three-dimensional trademarks consisting the shape of the product itself are no different form those applicable to other categories of trademarks.

In United States the term “trade-dress” is used for an image of a product, which represents the form, feeling, shape or combination of colors of that product. The style of a serving system of a company can be registered as a trademark. To create a trademark or a trade dress rights, a designation must be proven to perform the job of identification: to identify one source and distinguish it from other sources.68 If it does not do this then it is not protectable as a trademark or a trade dress or any similar exclusive right. For example in United States, the “Hard Rock Cafe” has a trade-dress right because of the inside decoration and its menu, that reminds the rock and roll music.

**Olfactory Marks (Smell Marks)**: In the Sieckmann case69 the applicant wanted to register an olfactory sign which has a balsamically fruit scent with a slight hint of cinnamon. Two questions were referred to ECJ, whether a mark, which cannot be reproduced visibly can nevertheless be reproduced with certain aids, and whether the requirement for graphic representation in Article 2 is met when an odor is reproduced by a chemical formula, a description, a sample or a combination of these elements.

---
Court of Justice held that if the trademark meets the following criterions; it must be clear, precise, self contained, easily accessible, intelligible, durable and objective and also graphically represented by means of images, lines or characters than it could be registered. ECJ decided that the registration of an odor by a chemical formula does not meet the criterions in order to accept olfactory signs as trademarks. Signs that are not visually perceptible and not easily accessible or graphically represented cannot be registered as trademarks. A formula of an odor or a description of that odor cannot be accepted as a graphically representation. “The policy behind this decision was to enable the people checking the trademarks register to be clear about what is registered.” According to Robert Burrell, the Sieckmann decision was not a reflection of the Court’s attitude towards scents and smells, the Court was trying to identify and apply a logic to internal trademark system.

**Audible Signs (Sound Marks)**: The melodies or the sounds that can be transcribed in musical notes can be registered as trademarks. In the Shieldmark Decision ECJ considered the criteria for the registration of audible signs. Shield Mark wanted to registered a sound mark which was made up of the first nine notes of “Fur Elise”. The Court decided that if the sound mark meets the criterion set with the Sieckmann case than they could be registered.

**4.1. Functions of the Trademarks**

Considering the facts that a trademark is a connection between the producer and the consumer of a product, there are three functions of a trademark.

---


72 Case C-238/01, Shield Mark BV v. Joost Kist (t/a Memex), [2004] ECR 00.
4.1.1. Indication of the Origin

Trademarks help to indicate by whom that product is produced or supplied. In early centuries the indication of the origin of a product was the most important function of a trademark. Especially the franchising systems of the service marks released this important function of trademarks. With the worldwide developing trade systems, today the trade marks help to identify and distinguish the goods or services of an undertaking from the other undertakings. It looks like today the distinguishing function of a trademark is being more important and taking place of the function of the trademarks to indicate the origin.\textsuperscript{73}

4.1.2. Trade Marks Having a Guarantee Function

Trademarks guarantee that, that product or service has certain a certain level of quality. The consumer expects that the product or services under that trade mark always carries the same level of quality. The proprietor of a trade mark has a right to prevent all third parties not having his consent for making changes on the goods and re-selling the products under that trade mark. The guarantee function of a trade mark has an enormous economic importance. The proprietor of a trade mark has to give importance not to loose reputation, quality, customer satisfaction and the economic value of his trade mark. This unwritten enforcement and pressure on the proprietor helps the protection of the consumer in means of quality of a product.

\textsuperscript{73} Taylan, Esin Çamlibel (2001). Marka Hakkinin Kullanimiyla Paralel Ithalatın Önlenmesi, Ankara, p.35.
4.1.3. Advertisement Function

The trademarks effect that products market. The idea of “the trade mark sells the product” improved the importance of the advertisement function of trademarks. If a trade mark gets very well known of famous than it may be very hard for the competitors to get in the market, in some cases this function and power of a trade mark may cause monopolies. Especially the “well-known” marks establish the most powerful weapons of the entities.

4.2. Types of Marks

4.2.1. Service Marks

Signs that enable consumers to distinguish between the different services are called service marks. The service marks fulfill essentially the same origin indicating and distinguishing function for services as trademarks do for goods.74

Service marks can be registered, renewed, cancelled, assigned and licensed in the same way as trademarks. Service mark protection can be introduced by a very short amendment to the existing trademark law.

4.2.2. Collective Marks

Trade mark is a sign that individualizes the goods of a given enterprise and distinguishes from the goods of its competitors. A collective mark may be owned by an association which itself does not use the collective mark but whose

---

members may use the collective mark.\textsuperscript{75} These kind of marks has a function of indicating that these entities belong to an association. The association typically has been founded in order to ensure the compliance with certain quality standards by its members, and the members comply with the requirements fixed in the regulations concerning the use of that collective mark.\textsuperscript{76}

The regulations concerning the use of that collective mark should be notified to the Trade Mark Office. In some countries (for example, Finland, Norway, Sweden) if the collective mark is contrary to the provisions of the regulations or if it misleads the public than it may be cancelled.

The Paris Convention contains provisions on Collective Marks in its article 7\textsuperscript{bis}. According to the Paris Convention the provisions on collective marks ensure that the collective marks are admitted for registration and protection other than the country where the association owing the collective mark has been established.

4.2.3. Certification Marks

A certification mark is a mark that may only be used in accordance with the defined standards and it can be used by anybody who complies with the defined standards. The certification mark does not indicate by whom that good is produced or sold. It only indicated that that product has certain standards.

The entity, which applies for the registration of a certification mark should be competent to certify the products in concern. Also the owner of a certification mark must be representative for the products to which the certification mark applies.\textsuperscript{77}

4.3. Protection of Trademark Rights

Trademark can be protected on the basis of either use or registration. Both approaches have developed historically and today trademark systems generally combine the both approaches.

4.3.1. Use Requirements

The user of a trade mark is protected by the trade mark systems under the condition that he is the first one to use that trade mark, even though if the user did not register his trade mark. It would not make any sense to protect trademarks by registration without imposing the obligation to use them.

In United States the protection of trade mark rights occur after the usage of the trademark. Lanham Act requires the usage of that trademark before applying for the registration. As for the Community Trade Marks Council Regulation 40/94 article 45 held that after the registration of procedure is finished than that trademark can be registered as the Community Trade Mark. Even though the Regulation requires a registration in order to confort rights on a trade mark it also accepts that the rights can be protected if the trademark is used. In article 8/4 of the Regulation states that the proprietor of an unregistered trademark in the Community can oppose to the registration of that trademark by someone else.

Article 8/3 of the Turkish Decree Law No: 556 Pertaining to the Protection of Trademarks state that;

“... Upon opposition by the proprietor of a non-registered trademark or of another sign used in the course of trade, the trademark applied for shall not be registered provided that;
a) the rights to the sign were acquired prior to the date of filing for registration of the trademark, or the date of priority claimed for the application for registration,
b) the sign confers on its proprietor the right to prohibit the use of a subsequent trademark.”

4.3.2 Registration

The general rule is to register a trademark in order to gain rights related to that trademark. The Council Regulation accepts the registration procedure in article 45 of the Regulation with having some exceptions to the registration rule.

Applications for registration of a trademark are to be filed with the competent government authority, which in most countries is the same as the authority competent for processing patent applications. In Turkey applicants should apply to Turkish Patent Institute.

Usually the countries provide an application form. The Trade Mark Law Treaty contains in Article 3, an exhaustive list of information, which Trade Mark Offices of Contracting Parties may require for a trade mark registration. The sign must appear in the application form or annex to it. The applicant also should list the goods for which the sign is to be registered.

4.4. Criteria of Protectability

Trademarks may be examined for absolute, objective grounds for refusals, that is, whether they are sufficiently distinctive, not deceptive, not immoral etc. Trade marks may also be examined for relative grounds, that is, whether the rights
applied for are identical or similar to prior rights that have been applied for or granted for identical or similar goods. Such examination may either be made ex officio and/or on the basis of opposition procedure.

4.4.1. Absolute Grounds for Refusal or Invalidity

1) The followings shall not be registered or if registered shall be declared invalid

a- Signs which can not constitute a trade mark

Signs which can not be graphically represented or signs which are not capable of distinguishing the goods of the applicant from others can not constitute a trademark.

b- Trade marks which are devoid of any distinctive character

A trade or service mark shall not be registered with the local authority of a Member State if it lacks the character of being distinctive. A sign can have a distinctive character either per se or because of the reputation of the mark which it enjoys in the public. A sign might be inherently non-distinctive but may acquire distinctiveness through the use.

c- Trade marks which consist exclusively of signs or indications which may serve, in trade, to designate the kind, quality, quantity, intended purpose, value, geographical origin, or the time of production of the goods or of rendering of the service or other characteristics of the goods.

It should be tested whether consumers are likely to regard a sign as a reference to the origin of the product (distinctive character) or whether they will look on it as a reference to the characteristics of good or their geographical origin. For example the usage of “Less” trade mark on a drug prospectus may make the consumer think that it will ease his pain, so it designates the quality and can not be registered as a trade mark.

d- trade marks which consist exclusively of signs or indications which have become customary in the current language or in bona fide and established practices of trade. (Art. 7 of EC/40/94 and Art. 6quinquies B.(2) of Paris Convention)

In Alcon v. OHIM\(^\text{79}\) the mark “BSS” was registered for a special group of pharmaceutical products, like as the sterile solutions for ophthalmic surgery. In several medical and pharmaceutical dictionaries the term “BSS” is used for various kinds of sterile solutions for ophthalmic surgery. The term “BSS” has become customary in the current language and there for the registration of the mark was declared as invalid.

e- Three-dimensional signs can be registered as trade marks except; signs consist exclusively of; (Art 3 89/104/EEC and Art 7 of EC 40/94)

- the shape which results from the nature of the goods themselves
In the Philips v. Remington case\(^\text{80}\) the claimant registered a trade mark which has an image of three rotating shaver heads shaped in an equilateral triangle, later on the claimant sued the defended for infringement of his rights by selling a similar shaped shaver. It turned out that the shape of the three-headed shaver was attributed solely to the technical result.

- the shape of goods which is necessary to obtain a technical result.

In the Philips decision the Court held that, “the ground for refusal or invalidity of registration imposed by that provision cannot be overcome by establishing that there are other shapes which allow the same technical result to be obtained.” The Court continued;

“Where the essential functional characteristics of the shape of a product are attributable solely to the technical result, Article 3(1)(e), second indent precludes registration of a sign consisting of that shape, even if that technical result can be achieved by other shapes.”

- the shape which gives substantial value to the goods.

The third intend of the article is difficult to asses, since the ornamental features of the shape that give value to the goods are very often to be those the consumer will tend to recognize as an indicator of origin. Uma Suthersanen thinks it is difficult to relate this provision with any other property right such as design rights, since the provision excludes shapes which give “substantial value” to the goods, and criticize the provision because the phrase “substantial value” can not be identified with any criteria under the current EU design law. If a sign consists exclusively of a shape that gives value to the goods than that sign can not be granted trademark protection.

In the Philips decision the ECJ held that the rationale of all these three grounds for refusal of three dimensional signs is to prevent trademark protection from granting its proprietor a monopoly on technical solutions or functional

81 para. 83 of the judgement.


characteristics of a product which a user is likely to seek in the products of competitors.\textsuperscript{85}

\textbf{f}- Trade marks which are contrary to public policy or to accepted principles of morality; (Art. 3(f) 89/104/EEC and 6\textsuperscript{quinquies} B.(3) of Paris Convention)

Because of the diverse cultural background of the Member States of the Community attitudes to this matter may vary from country to country and because of the evolution of society the public morality may change in time.\textsuperscript{86}

\textbf{g}- Trade marks which are of such nature as to deceive the public, for instance as to the nature, quality or geographical origin of the goods or service; (Art. 3(g) 89/104/EEC).

Trademarks that have a descriptive meaning may be deceptive. It should be tested whether a trademark is distinctive and not deceptive. In some cases the consumer will be deceived if the reference to the geographical origin has the wrong connotation for him.

\textbf{h}- Trade marks which have not been authorized by the competent authorities and are to be refused or invalidated pursuant to Article 6 ter of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, hereinafter referred as the ‘Paris Convention’.

The Directive recognizes the obligations of Member States under the Paris Convention. A country generally protects its national flag, its official name and the names of official institutions. According to Paris Convention, state emblems, official hallmarks and emblems of intergovernmental organizations can not be


registered as trademarks. The Directive refers to the respective provision of Article 6\textsuperscript{ter} of the Paris Convention.

2) Any Member State may provide that a trade mark shall not be registered or, if registered, shall be liable to be declared invalid where and to the extend that:

a- the use of that trade mark may be prohibited pursuant to provisions of law other than trade mark law of the Member State concerned or of the Community;

b- the trade mark covers a sign of high symbolic value, in particular a religious symbol; e.g. ‘the picture of Madonna’

c- the trade mark includes badges, emblems and escutcheons other than those covered by Article 6\textsuperscript{ter} of the Paris Convention and which are of Public interest, unless the consent of the appropriate authorities to its registration has been given in conformity with the legislation of the Member State;

The signs which are not included in Paris Convention, but which are closely related to historical and cultural values such as badges, emblems and escutcheon shall not be registered as trade marks if Member States provide so. e.g. ‘the profile of Ataturk’

d- the application for registration of the trade mark was made in bad faith by the applicant.

“A trade mark shall not be refused registration or be declared invalid in accordance with paragraph 1(b), (c) or (d) if, before the date of application for registration and following the use which has been made of it, it has acquired a distinctive character. Any Member State may in addition provide that this provision shall also apply where the distinctive character was acquired after the date of application for registration or after the date of registration.” (Art. 3 (3) of the 89/104/EEC)
The distinctiveness of a sign is not an absolute and unchangeable factor. Depending on the steps taken by the user of the sign or third parties, it can be acquired or increased or even lost. 

In Windsurfing Chiemsee case the producer of sportswear used the name Chiemsee, a famous lake in Germany. The ECJ was asked whether Article 3(1)(c) depends on whether there is a real current or serious need to leave the sign or indication free. The word Chiemsee served as a descriptive geographical indication and therefore could not be registered. ECJ held that Article 3 (3) provide and exception to the general rule to refuse registration for descriptive marks and permits registration where a sign, through use, acquired a distinctive character which it initially lacked. It is therefore through the use made of it that the sign acquires the distinctive character, which is a perquisite for its registration.

In the Baby-Dry case, ECJ dialed with the distinctiveness of a trademark according to the European Community Trademark Regulation. Article 7 of the Regulation is about the absolute grounds of refusal. The Court of First Instance's finding as that BABY-DRY was insufficiently distinctive under the provision of the Community Trade Mark Regulation equivalent to Article 3(1)(c) for diapers to be registered as Community trademark.

ECJ held that,
“... as regards trademarks composed of words, descriptiveness must be determined not only in relation to each word taken separately but also in relation to the whole which they form. Any perceptible difference between the

combination of words submitted for registration and the terms used in the common parlance of the relevant class of persons to designate the goods or services or their essential characteristics is apt to confer distinctive character on the word combination enabling it to be registered as a trademark.”

Even though the BABY-DRY can be used in daily speech, ECJ found the noun and the adjective syntactically unusual and allowed the appeal.91

4.4.2. Relative Grounds For Refusal or Invalidity Concerning Conflicts with Earlier Rights

Further grounds for refusal or invalidity concerning conflicts with earlier rights are stated in Article 4 of the 89/104/EEC of the Council Directive.

1- A trade mark shall not be registered or, if registered, shall be liable to be declared invalid:

   a. if it is identical with an earlier trade mark, and the goods or services for which the trademark is applied for or is registered are identical with the goods or services for which the earlier trade mark is protected;

   b. if because of its identity with, or similarity to, the earlier trade mark and the identity or similarity of goods or services covered by the trade marks, there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public, which includes the likelihood of association with the earlier trade mark.

A mark shall not be registered if it is identical with a mark, which is already registered by another proprietor in respect of the same class of goods or services.

Nor will the second mark be registered if it so nearly resembles the first mark as to be likely to deceive or cause confusion.

“Likelihood of confusion depends very much on how much the goods and services in question are similar and the intensity of distinctiveness of the earlier trademark. The most important point is that the consumers do not compare trademarks side by side. Consumers mistakes the products offered under the infringing mark for the genuine that he actually wants to buy. In this context it must be taken into account that the average consumer also has an average memory and that it must be sufficient for him to doubt whether the trademark with which he is confronted is the one he knows.”

In Marca v. Adidas it was not clear whether similar products of Marca bearing two stripes could cause likelihood of confusion with Adidas product bearing three stripes. The ECJ held that it is not enough to presume likelihood of confusion but it must be proven to be so. ECJ held that,

“Article 5 (2) of the Directive establishes, for the benefit of well-known trademarks, a form of protection whose implementation does not require the existence of likelihood of confusion. The provision applies to situations in which the specific condition of protection consists of a use of the sign in question without due cause which takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or the repute of the trademark.”

Where the earlier mark is not especially well known to the public and consists of an image with little imaginative content, the mere fact that the two marks are conceptually similar is not sufficient to give rise to a likelihood of confusion.

In the Canon Kabushiki case Court held that;

---

There may be a likelihood of confusion... even where the public perception is that the goods or services have different places of production. By contrast, there can be no such likelihood where it does not appear that the public could believe that the goods or services come from the same undertaking or, as the case may be, from economically-linked undertakings.\textsuperscript{95}

2- ‘Earlier Trademarks’ within the meaning of paragraph 1 means:

a. Trademarks of the following kinds with a date of application for registration which is earlier that the date of application for registration of the trademark, taking account, where appropriate, of the priorities claimed in respect of those trademarks;

i. Community trademarks

ii. Trademarks registered in the Member State or in the case of Belgium, Luxembourg or the Netherlands at the Benelux Trade Mark Office

iii. Trade marks registered under international arrangements which have effect in Member State

An earlier trademark is any trademark with a date of application for registration which is earlier than the date of application for the registration of the trademark. This includes Community Trademark or trademarks registered in the Member States. It is to be mentioned again that Article 4 of the Paris Convention provides the right of priority for 6 months upon registration in the state of origin for the application in another Member State. Article 4 of the Madrid Agreement for the International Registration of Trademark grants the benefit of 6 month priority. All Member States of EC are signatories of both of the agreements.

b. Community trade marks which validly claim seniority, in accordance with the Regulation on the Community trade mark, from a trade mark referred to in (a) (ii) and (iii), even when the latter trade mark has been surrendered or allowed to lapse;

c. Applications for the trade marks referred to in (a) and (b), subject to their registration;

d. Trade marks which, on the date of application for registration of the trade mark, or, where appropriate, of the priority claimed in respect of the application for registration of the trade mark, are well known in a Member State, in the sense in which the words 'well known' are used in Article 6 bis of the Paris Convention.

3- A trademark shall furthermore not be registered or, if registered, shall be liable to be declared invalid if it is identical with or similar to, an earlier Community trademark within the meaning of paragraph 2 and is to be, or has been, registered for goods or services which are not similar to those for which the earlier Community trademark is registered, where the earlier Community trademark is registered, where the earlier Community trademark has a reputation in the Community and where the use of the later trademark without due cause would take unfair advantage of, or be detrimental to, the distinctive character or the repute of the earlier Community trademark (Art. 4 (3) 89/104/EEC).

The trademark is identical or similar with an earlier Community Trade Mark and the goods or services in question are not similar. But the use of the latter trademark could take unfair advantage of or be detrimental to be distinctive character or the repute of the earlier Community Trade Mark.

The same issue is repeated for the national marks in article 4(4)(a) of the directive 89/104/EEC.

Any Member State may furthermore provide that a trade mark shall not be registered or, if registered, shall be liable to be declared invalid where, and to the extent that:

(a) the trade mark is identical with, or similar to, an earlier national trade mark within the meaning of paragraph 2 and is to he, or has been, registered for goods or services which are not similar to those for which the earlier trade mark is
registered, where the earlier trade mark has a reputation in the Member State concerned and where the use of the later trade mark without due cause would take unfair advantage of, or be detrimental to, the distinctive character or the repute of the earlier trade mark;

The mark is identical or similar with the national trademark and the goods or services in question are not similar but the use of the later trademark could take unfair advantage of or to be detrimental to the distinctive character or the repute of the earlier trademark.

(b) rights to a non-registered trade mark or to another sign used in the course of trade were acquired prior to the date of application for registration of the subsequent trade mark, or the date of the priority claimed for the application for registration of the subsequent trade mark and that non-registered trade mark or other sign confers on its proprietor the right to prohibit the use of a subsequent trade mark;

Non-registered trademark or another sign used in the course of trade will acquire a prior right and this right will confer on its proprietor the right to prohibit the use of a subsequent trademark.

(c) the use of the trade mark may be prohibited by virtue of an earlier right other than the rights referred to in paragraphs 2 and 4 (b) and in particular:

(i) a right to a name;

(ii) a right of personal portrayal;

(iii) a copyright;

(iv) an industrial property right;
(d) the trade mark is identical with, or similar to, an earlier collective trade mark conferring a right which expired within a period of a maximum of three years preceding application;

(e) the trade mark is identical with, or similar to, an earlier guarantee or certification mark conferring a right which expired within a period preceding application the length of which is fixed by the Member State;

(f) the trade mark is identical with, or similar to, an earlier trade mark which was registered for identical or similar goods or services and conferred on them a right which has expired for failure to renew within a period of a maximum of two years preceding application, unless the proprietor of the earlier trade mark gave his agreement for the registration of the later mark or did not use his trade mark;

If the proprietor of a trademark does not renew the registration of his trademark after the right expires, within a period of two years this trademark cannot be registered by the third parties, if the earlier trademark owner has been using this mark within two years and if he has not given an agreement for the registration of later mark.

(g) the trade mark is liable to be confused with a mark which was in use abroad on the filing date of the application and which is still in use there, provided that at the date of the application the applicant was acting in bad faith.

5. The Member States may permit that in appropriate circumstances registration need not be refused or the trade mark need not be declared invalid where the proprietor of the earlier trade mark or other earlier right consents to the registration of the later trade mark.

If the proprietor of the earlier trademark gives consent to the later trademark the trademark need not to be declared invalid.

6. Any Member State may provide that, by derogation from paragraphs 1 to 5, the grounds for refusal of registration or invalidity in force in that State prior to the
date on which the provisions necessary to comply with this Directive enter into force, shall apply to trade marks for which application has been made prior to that date.

4.5 Rights Conferred by a Trademark

The protection of a trademark is guaranteed by Article 5 of the Directive 89/104/EEC. According to article 5 of the Directive 89/104/EEC

Rights conferred by a trade mark,

1. The registered trade mark shall confer on the proprietor exclusive rights therein. The proprietor shall be entitled to prevent all third parties not having his consent from using in the course of trade:

- **(a)** any sign which is identical with the trade mark in relation to goods or services which are identical with those for which the trade mark is registered;

- **(b)** any sign where, because of its identity with, or similarity to, the trade mark and the identity or similarity of the goods or services covered by the trade mark and the sign, there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public, which includes the likelihood of association between the sign and the trade mark.

Article 5(1) gives the proprietor the right to prevent all third parties from using his trademark in the course of a trade. The same issue is repeated in TRIPS Agreement.

The owner of a registered trademark must be granted the exclusive right to prevent all third parties not having the owner’s consent from using the course of trade identical or similar signs for goods or services which are identical or similar to those in respect of which the trademark is registered where such use would
result in a likelihood of confusion. In case of the use of an identical sign for identical goods or services, a likelihood of confusion must be presumed. (Art. 16/1 TRIPs Agreement)

The registered owner has the exclusive right to use the trademark. The registered owner may exclude others from using his trademark when such use would cause a “likelihood of confusion”.

The ways of using the trademark are to affix it on the good, packaging, labels etc., to introduce the good to the market under the trademark, to use this trademark in advertising, on business papers, documents etc. or to use it any other way in relation to the goods for which it is registered.

The second right of the registered owner of a trademark is to be able to object to any use of his trademark by a third party. As stated before the trademark’s main function is to distinguish the goods of its owner from those of others that he must be able to object to the use of confusingly similar or identical trademarks in order to prevent consumers and public in general from being misled.

Similarity of trademarks means a trademark is confusingly similar to a prior mark of it is used for similar goods and so closely resembles the prior mark that there is a likelihood of consumers being misled as to the origin of the good. If the consumer is confused, the distinguishing role of trademark is not functioning, and the consumer may fail to buy the product he wants.

The actual confusion is not necessary, ‘likelihood of confusion of the consumer’ is enough. The first impression that he gains must be deceptive. Long words with common or similar beginnings are more likely to be confused than short words with different initial letters. The similarity in pronunciation may lead to the confusion or the usage of a device may lead to a confusion.
Confusion in the market place can only arise from actual use in similar goods. To prevent confusion in trademark protection system allow the trademark owner to object to an application for registration of a trademark which is based on mere intention to use the mark.

In case Arsenal Football Club v Reed\textsuperscript{96}, the claimant football club brought an action against the defendant for infringement of its trademarks. Matthew Reed sold items which includes the scarves bearing the signs that are registered by Arsenal at his stall nearby the club’s stadium. However Mr. Reed made efforts such as putting a notice on his stall that states the goods were not official Arsenal merchandise. The UK judge raised questions referring to ECJ, whether Art. 5(1) (a) of Directive 89/104/EEC entitled a trademark proprietor to prohibit any use by a third party in the course of a trade of a sign identical to the mark, or only a use which indicated a connection between the goods and the proprietor. ECJ stated that the essential function of a trademark was to guarantee that all goods or services bearing it had been manufactured or supplied under the control of a single undertaking which was responsible for their quality. For that guarantee of origin to be ensured, the proprietor had to be protected against the taking by competitors of unfair advantage of the reputation of a mark.

Article 5(2) of the Directive 89/104/EEC states that;
“Any Member State may also provide that the proprietor shall be entitled to prevent all third parties not having his consent from using in the course of trade any sign which is identical with, or similar to, the trade mark in relation to goods or services which are not similar to those for which the trade mark is registered, where the latter has a reputation in the Member State and where use of that sign without due cause takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or the repute of the trade mark”.

\textsuperscript{96} Case C-206/01, Arsenal Football Club plc v. Matthew Reed, [2002] ECR I-10273.
For example, ‘ARCELİK’ is a trademark of KOC AS, and let's assume that somebody else used the same trademark for poor quality computers. Here it is likely that consumers and public will be confused and think that those computers were produces by KOC A.S. and it will be a bad reputation for that famous company. So KOC A.S may declare that this trademark is invalid.

Article 5(3) of the Directive 89/104/EEC states that,

“The following, inter alia, may be prohibited under paragraphs 1 and 2:

(a) affixing the sign to the goods or to the packaging thereof;

(b) offering the goods, or putting them on the market or stocking them for these purposes under that sign, or offering or supplying services thereunder;

(c) importing or exporting the goods under the sign;

(d) using the sign on business papers and in advertising.”

The third parties may use the trademark unfairly. If a third party uses the sign on the goods or packages the proprietor of the trademark can prohibit theat. Also offering the good to the market can also be prohibited. Here the third party should offer the sale of the goods to others. If a mark does not even exist on the goods or packagings, the trademark owner may prohibit the usage of it. To import or export of the goods by the third party can also be prohibited. A sucessfull infringment action leads to prohibition of the use of the confusingly similar marks. If the infringing mark is registered, cancellation of the registration is ordered. The trademark owner can also ask for compensation for damages.
4.6. Limitation of Effects of a Trademark

Article 6 (1) of the Directive states that,

“The trade mark shall not entitle the proprietor to prohibit a third party from using, in the course of trade,

(a) his own name or address;

(b) indications concerning the kind, quality, quantity, intended purpose, value, geographical origin, the time of production of goods or of rendering of the service, or other characteristics of goods or services;

(c) the trade mark where it is necessary to indicate the intended purpose of a product or service, in particular as accessories or spare parts;”

provided he uses them in accordance with honest practices in industrial or commercial matters.”

The owner’s right to prevent third parties from using his mark can be restricted by the legitimate interest of others.

In Article 5 of the Directive 89/104/EEC, the rights of the trademark owner is analysed. But in Article 6 it is stated that under certain circumstances, the trademark owner can not prohibit the usage of his trademark by the third parties. The only requirement the article sets is the honest practices in industrial and commercial matters.

Lets think that a man whose last name is Koc wants to use his last name in his trade name. The KOÇ company can not prohibit this man from using the registered trademark in his tradename.97

---

If a third party uses a registered trademark in order to describe the character of his products, whereby the buyer is informed or knows about the fact that the sold product itself does not originate from the trademark owner, the proprietor of the trademark can not object such use. For example if a photograph film manufacturer puts the trademark of ‘FUJI’ on the packaging of the film to emphasize that this film can be used with FUJI as well, the trademark owner of FUJI can not prohibit that use.

In the BMW v Deenik Case\textsuperscript{98}, Mr. Deenik who was not an authorized BMW dealer, was the owner of a garage, residing in Almere (Netherlands). BMW applied to the Court concerning Mr. Deenik’s advertisements for the sale of second-hand BMW cars and repairs and maintenance of BMW cars.

The question essentially referred to the ECJ was whether it was allowed, under Arts 5 to 7 of the Trade Mark Directive, to use the trade mark in order to inform the public that another undertaking carries out or is specialised in repairs and maintenance of goods covered by the trade mark. The Court concluded that Arts 5 to 7 of the Directive do not entitle the trade mark proprietor to prohibit a third party from using the mark for the purpose of informing the public that he carries out or is specialised in the sale or the repair and maintenance of such goods. As regards to sale of second-hand cars, the decisions were based on Art. 7 (2) of the Directive, while the right to advertise a specialty in repairs and maintenance was based on Art. 6 (1) (c).

However, the Court continued in stating that the trade mark may not be used in a way that may create the impression that there is a commercial connection between the other undertaking and the trade mark proprietor, and in particular that the reseller’s business is affiliated to the trade mark proprietor’s distribution network or that there is a special relationship between the two undertakings. If so, that may constitute legitimate reason within the meaning of Art 7 (2) of the

\textsuperscript{98} Case C-63/97 BMW v. Ronald Karel Deenik Deenik,[1999] ECR I-0905.
Directive. The Court held that such advertising is not essential to the further commercialization of goods put on the market and that it affects the value of the trade mark by taking unfair advantage of its distinctive character.
V. FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS

Article 2 of the EC Treaty states the task of the Community. In order to achieve the aims of the Community, progressive approximation of the economic policies of the Member States and the establishment of a common market have to be assured.

There are two kinds of integration for the establishment of a common market:

a) Positive integration relates to co-ordination, common policy making, approximation of laws of the Member States,

b) Negative integration is integration through legally enforceable prohibitions on certain types of conduct of undertakings, authorities or States at variance with requirements of a common market.

There is a connection between positive and negative integration: as long as no positive integration has taken place in a specific field, Member States enjoy discretion to regulate the field concerned in the way they consider appropriate. But this freedom is restricted by negative integration for example especially with the EC provisions concerning the four main freedoms; free movement of goods, services, persons and capital and the rules on competition.

Article 23 (1) is the foundational provision of the free movement of goods in the EC Treaty.

The Community shall be based upon a customs union which shall cover all trade in goods and which shall involve the prohibition between Member States of customs duties on imports and exports and of all charges having equivalent effect, and the adoption of a common customs tariff in their relations with third countries.
The free circulation of goods (Articles 25 and 28-31 of the EC Treaty) encompasses;

- Prohibition of all tariff barriers at the border: a prohibition of customs duties on exports and imports and of any charges having equivalent effect to customs duty (Art. 25 of the EC Treaty)
- Prohibition of non-tariff barriers at the border. Prohibition of all quantitative restrictions on imports and exports and of all measures having an equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions (Art. 28-31 of the EC Treaty)

Goods or products originating in the EU customs area may be circulated freely around the area without customs duties or similar charges payable when the are moved from one country to another.

The EC Treaty makes no attempt to define ‘goods’. In Commission v. Italy[^99] ECJ held that;

“... by goods, within the meaning of Article 9 of the EEC Treaty, there must be understood products which can be valued in money and which are capable, as such, of forming the subject of commercial transactions.”

### 5.1. Prohibition of Customs Duties

The first prohibition forbids any unilateral pecuniary charge whatsoever on the cross-border movement of goods (Article 25 of EC Treaty). It is irrelevant whether the charge is designed to protect domestic produccion. The only thing that counts is whether there is, in fact or potentially, a restrictive effect on intra-Community trade, however small.

The Articles 12, 13 and 16 of the EEC Treaty held legal provisions relating to Customs Union. Article 12 prohibits Member States from introducing new duties or increasing the existing ones on imports and exports. The obligation is unequivocal and allows for no exceptions.\textsuperscript{100}

In its early case law the Court made it clear that the old Article 12 would depend upon the effect of the duty or charge, and not on its purpose. There is no doubt that this approach will be equally applicable to Article 25.

In the Italian Art Case\textsuperscript{101}, Italy imposed a tax on the export of artistic, historical and archaeological items. Italy argued that the purpose of the tax in question was not to raise revenue, but to protect the artistic heritage of the Country. The Court rejected Italy’s argument, stating that;

“.... under Article 23 (ex Article 9), the Community is based on a customs union which shall cover all trade in goods. Goods mean products which can be valued in money and are capable of forming the subject to commercial transactions. The articles covered by the Italian Law can also be valued in money and be subject to commercial transactions. On the other hand the tax in dispute constitutes a tax having an effect equivalent to a customs duty on exports and therefore the tax should have been abolished under ex Article 16.”

\textit{5.1.1 Prohibition of Any Charges Having an Equivalent Effect to a Customs Duty.}

The founders of EEC were astute enough to realise that a simple prohibition of customs duties was not enough to create a genuine customs union, a state could easily imposed ‘administrative’ charges at the border\textsuperscript{102}.

\textsuperscript{101} Case 7-68, Commission v. Italy [1968] ECR 423.
Article 25 prohibits not only customs duties but also charges having equivalent effect to a customs duty. The Treaty does not define these charges, it simply prohibits their imposition.

The European Court of Justice interpreted the ‘charges having an equivalent effect to a customs duty’ broadly in the Case Commission v. Italy\textsuperscript{103}. In this case Italy imposed a levy on goods which were exported to other Member States with the ostensible purpose of collecting statistical material for use in discerning trade patterns. The Court reiterated its holding that customs duties were prohibited irrespective of the purpose for which the duties were imposed, and irrespective of the destination of revenues which were collected. In this case ECJ held that;

“.. any pecuniary charge, however small... which is imposed unilaterally on domestic or foreign goods by reason that they cross a frontier and which is not a customs duty in strict sens, constitutes a charge having equivalent effect.”

Also in Diamantarbeiders case\textsuperscript{104}, the Court considered the legality of a Belgian law requiring 0.33 percent of the value of imported diamonds to be paid into a social fund of workers in the industry. The ECJ reproduced the broad definition of charges having equivalent effect and considered this charge constituted a charge having equivalent effect. The fact that the purpose of the fund was neither to raise money for the exchequer nor to protect domestic industry. The charge was imposed on goods by reason of the fact that they crossed a border sufficed to bring within Article 25.

Where the Community legislation permits an inspection to be undertaken by a state, the national authorities cannot recover any fees charged from the traders. The Court has accepted that a charge imposed by a state will escape the

\textsuperscript{103} Case 24-68, Commission v. Italy [1969] ECR 193.
\textsuperscript{104} Case C-2 and 3/69, Sociaal Fonds voor de Diamantarbeiders v. SA Ch. Brachfeld & Sons, [1969] ECR 211.
prohibition contained in Articles 23-25 (ex 9-12), when it is levied to cover the cost of a mandatory inspection required by the Common law.

In the Commission v. Netherlands\textsuperscript{105} case a fee was charged for phyto-sanitary inspection on the export of plants where the Commission claimed these charges to be incompatible with Community law. The Court observed that the fees were imposed in compliance with the International Plant Protection Convention 1951 to which the Member States were the parties and that the purpose of the Convention was to encourage fee import of plants into the country of destination by carrying out inspections in the country of origin of the plants concerned.

5.1.2. Prohibition of Quantitative Restrictions and All Measures Having an Equivalent Effect.

Article 28 is the central provision within this chapter of the Treaty, which states that;
“Quantitative restrictions on imports an all measures having an equivalent effect shall be prohibited between Member States.”

Article 30 contains similar provisions relating to exports;
“Quantitative restrictions on exports and all measures having an equivalent effect shall be prohibited between Member States.”

Quantitative restrictions were first defined broadly by the ECJ in the Geddo case\textsuperscript{106} as measures which amount to a total or partial restraint of, according to circumstances, imports, exports or goods in transit.

Measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions are difficult to define. The Directive 70/50, which was formally applicable during the Community’s transitional period, gives some idea about the measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions. Article 2 of the above mentioned Directive lists the matters which can constitute measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions and these are; minimum or maximum prices specified for imported products; lowering the value of the imported product by reducing its value or increasing its costs; payment conditions for imported products which differ from those for domestic products; conditions in respect of packaging, composition, identification, size, weight, etc. which only apply to imported goods or which are different and more difficult to satisfy than in the case of domestic goods.

The seminal judicial decision on the interpretation of measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions is to be found in the famous Dassonville case\textsuperscript{107}.

Belgian law provided that goods bearing a designation of origin could only be imported if they were accompanied by a certificate from the government of the exporting country certifying their right to such a designation. Dassonville imported Scotch whisky into Belgium from France without being in possession of the requisite certificate from the British authorities. ECJ stated that,

“.... All trading rules enacted by Member States which are capable of hindering, directly or indirectly, actually or potentially, intra-Community trade are to be considered as measures having an equivalent effect.... In the absence of a Community system guaranteeing for consumers the authenticity of a product’s designation of origin, if a Member State takes measures to prevent unfair practices in this connection, it is however subject to condition that these measures should be reasonable and that means of proof required should not act as a hindrance to trade between Member States and should in consequence, be accessible to all Community nationals.”

In Keck\textsuperscript{108} case, Keck and Mithouard were prosecuted in the French courts for selling goods at a price which was lower than their actual purchase price, contrary to a French law of 1963 as amended in 1986. Keck and Mithouard claimed that the law was contrary to Community law concerning the free movement of goods and also was contrary to the principles of free competition in the Community. The ECJ stated that, rules concerning selling arrangements by way of contrast simply impose an equal burden on all those seeking to marketed goods in a particular territory and are said not to impose extra costs on the importer.

Rules which relate to the goods themselves in the terms of composition, packaging, presentation and the like fall within Article 28. Rules relating to selling arrangements are not thought to be within the reach of Article 28.

5.2. Justifying Discriminatory Barriers to Trade

Article 30 of the EC Treaty and the “rule of reason” rule, are the two escape points from the prohibition; quantitative restrictions and measures having equivalent effect.

Article 30 of the EC Treaty states that;
“"The provisions of Article 28 and 29 shall not preclude prohibitions or restrictions on imports, exports or goods in transit justified on grounds of public morality, public policy or public security; the protection of health and life of humans, animal or plants; the protection of national treasures possessing artistic, historic or archaeological value; or the protection of industrial and commercial property. Such prohibitions or restrictions shall not; however; constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States.""

As long as the provisions are set out in order to protect certain values of society Article 30 allows Member States to derogate from their obligations in means of free movement of goods.

In the Centre Leclerc case\textsuperscript{109}, French legislation imposed minimum retail prices for fuel fixed primarily on the basis of French ex-refinery prices and French refinery costs. The Court found that this constituted a measure having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions, since imports could not benefit fully from lower prices in the country of origin. French government sought to justify its action on the basis of public policy within Article 30. The ECJ rejected French government’s argument.

In the Campus Oil\textsuperscript{110} case, Irish law required importers of petrol into Ireland to buy 35 percent of their requirements from a state owned oil refinery at prices fixed by the Irish government. This rule was held to constitute measures having equivalent effect on quantitative restrictions. Irish government relied on the public policy and public security in means of Article 30. ECJ held that since there were Community rule providing the necessary protection for oil supplies than usage of Article 30 was not permissible.

In the Henn and Darby\textsuperscript{111} case ECJ held that;

“... In principle, it is for each Member State to determine in accordance with its own scale of values and the form selected by its requirements of public morality in its territory.”

\textsuperscript{109} Case C-231/83, Cullet v. Centre Leclerc, [1985] ECR 305.
\textsuperscript{110} Case C-72/83, Campus Oil Ltd. v. Minister for Industry and Energy, [1984] ECR 2727.
\textsuperscript{111} Case 34/79, Regina v. Maurice Donald Henn and John Frederick Ernest Darby, [1979] ECR 3795.
5.3. Other Grounds for Validating Discriminatory Measures

The Court applies Article 30 strictly and it does not accept any justifications of an economic nature, but the Court of Justice has developed the so-called “rule of reason” in cases where to justify a measure which is not listed in Article 30, with the Casis De Dijon\textsuperscript{112} judgement.

Justifications recognized under the rule of reason are called mandatory requirements of public interest. The rule of reason test consists of four steps:

1- Has the protection of the public interest already been harmonized at the EC level? If so than the individual Member States are no longer permitted in principle to impose their own regulation.

2- Does the national restrictive measure distinguish between domestic and imported goods? If so than the measure can not be upheld.

3- Does the legislation of the Member State of the origin, although deviating from the restrictive measure in question, provide equivalent protection of the interest served? If so, than the importing Member state must not impose its own differing and hindering measure.

3- Is the interest served by the restrictive measure a justified public interest, which in abstracto can be more important than a Treaty freedom? The Court has accepted as sufficiently vital public interest of; consumer protection, prevention of unfair competition, effectiveness of fiscal supervision, protection of the environment, improvement of working conditions, protection of public health, product safety, the promotion of culture, the need to maintain integrity of the fiscal regime, the need to prevent abuse of EC law.

\textsuperscript{112} Case 120/78, Rewe Zentrale AG v. Bundesmonopolverwaltung fur Brantwein, [1979] ECR 649.
VI. FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS AND THE EXHAUSTION OF TRADEMARK RIGHTS

The essential function of the European Community is to have a single market, by ensuring the Member States not to impede trade through the use of tariffs, quotas and other restrictions.

In contrary to the efforts for a single market, the essential feature of intellectual property is the exclusive right to control distribution and to prevent or deter potential competitors from producing similar products.113

If the trademark owner has an exclusive right, than do the Article 28 and 30 of the EC Treaty are contrary to the rights of a trademark owner? If a trademark owner wants to prevent parallel importation from one country to another than will he be in breach of Articles 28 and 30? The answers to these questions will be examined with a closer look to exhaustion of trademark rights and the parallel imports.

6.1. Exhaustion of trademark rights and the parallel imports

The trade marks promotes creativity by rewarding the creator of a trade marked good with legal protections against its product being marketed or sold by unauthorized parties while at the same time it assures the customers of the genuineness of the product.

The “exhaustion principle” implies that the exclusive right does not - except for certain circumstances- confer upon its owner the power to control the resale of a

protected product, once it has been put on the market by the proprietor of the right or with his consent.\textsuperscript{114} The right is said to be exhausted by the first sale.

“Exhaustion Principle” prohibits a trademark owner from using its trademark rights as a barrier to other importers desiring to trade in its goods\textsuperscript{115}.

When the buyer of trademarked goods exports them to another country and sells them in competition with the trademark owner, these items are called “gray market goods”\textsuperscript{116}. The parallel imports occur when the goods, which were intended for sale in one national market are exported from their original destination to another country without having consent of the trademark owner\textsuperscript{117}.

The gray market goods are usually cheaper than the goods sold by the trademark owner and causes lost sales of the trademark owner because of the unexpected competition.\textsuperscript{118} Because of the conflict between the customers and the trademark owners the governments has to decide what kind of trademark exhaustion system they need to adopt in order to balance the conflict of interest.

The exhaustion principle was first established in the area of patents, by the US Supreme Court in 1873. The Court based its decision on the reward theory, once the patent holder gets a reward by putting the protected goods on sale in US, he can no longer interfere with the movement of such goods.\textsuperscript{119}

\begin{flushright}
\begin{footnotesize}
\end{footnotesize}
\end{flushright}
All countries have a different level of protection of the trade mark owner when a third party imports a genuine trademarked product into a country and sells it in competition with the trade mark owner.\footnote{Reed, Kimberly. “Levi Strauss v. Tesco and E.U. Trademark Exhaustion: A Proposal For Change”, Northwestern Journal of International Law & Business, Volume 23, Number 1, Fall 2002, p.140.}

Today countries use three different systems.

a- International Exhaustion

b- National Exhaustion

c- Regional Exhaustion

\subsection*{6.1.1. International Exhaustion}

Under the international exhaustion principle, once a trade mark owner sells a product anywhere in the world, he loses his exclusive right after the first distribution of his product and the new owner is able to re-sell it anywhere else at the lowest price market will bear. The trade mark owner has to allow parallel imports. The international exhaustion regime only searches if the proprietor puts his trademarked goods in the market with his consent or not. As long as there is a consent than the rights exhaust.

International exhaustion regimes are more in favour of the consumers and the free trade than the other regimes. Consumers have equal access to goods, regardless of their origin country. By this way the cheaper the prices the more competition occurs. The international exhaustion regime considers the world as a global market.

Although critics are made against the international exhaustion regime. One of these arguments is about the “national sovereignty”. All countries have interest in protecting their domestic trademark owners against the foreigner competitors.
In national and regional exhaustion regimes trademark owners offer warranties, pre-sale and re-sale services. The consumers would not be able to benefit from these services in the international exhaustion regime.

According to the report prepared for the European Commission by the National Economic Research Associates\textsuperscript{121}, even though the gray market imports tend to lower prices in short term, the positive effect on pricing dissappears because of the factors such as transport costs, legislations, technical standards etc.

Valentine Korah argues that; “The discrimination makes everyone better off: consumers in the low price countries are able to buy the product and they make some contribution to the over head for the benefit also of those in the high cost countries.”\textsuperscript{122}

### 6.1.2. National Exhaustion

In the national exhaustion principle, the rights of the trade mark exhausts after the first sale of the trade mark owner’s protected products within the defined country. In this system the trade mark owner keeps his rights in another country, even if the goods were put in the market by the consent of the trade mark owner. The criteria of defining the market is in the borders of the country. The proprietor of a trade mark can prevent parallel imports from the third countries.

For example the proprietor of a trade mark can prevent parallel imports from country A, to country B which accepts national exhaustion, since according to country B the rights of the proprietor did not exhaust. If the proprietor of a trade mark puts his goods in the market (country B) and than exports these goods to


another country (country A), he can not prevent third parties to paralel import the goods back into country B.

The national exhaustion principle does not seem to support the international trade because of the right of the proprietor to prevent paralel imports. Since the parallel imports are infavor of consumers because of lower prices, the national exhaustion principle does not protect the consumers as well.

### 6.1.3. Regional Exhaustion

Parallel trading is allowed within a particular group of countries by accepting that region as one territory, in the regional exhaustion regimes. Parallel imports from countries outside the region are banned. The rights of a trade mark proprietor exhausts after putting his trademarked goods in the market in the region.

Regional exhaustion has a parallel understanding as the national exhaustion principle. The rights of the trade mark owner does not exhaust if the trade marked goods were put in the market even with his consent out of that region.\(^\text{123}\)

EU is one of the best examples for the application of regional exhaustion principle.

### 6.2. Exhaustion of Trade Mark Rights in EU

The Treaty of Rome has settled the European Economic Area in 1957. The main aim was to establish a unified internal market by eliminating the obstacles to free movement of goods, persons, services and capital. Besides eliminating barriers to the trade between Member States, in order to establish a common market

participant states had to establish rules and regulations that would apply throughout the territory of the participant states.  

The nature of the intellectual property rights is based on the territorial protection. The different protection systems of the Member States were a barrier to free movement of goods and the common market.

There is no article that sets the exhaustion of rights principle in Rome Treaty, however the articles referring to Free Movement of Goods (Articles 28-30), and Competition Principles (Articles 81-82) and the article 295 should not be underestimated.

Because there were different variations between Member States IP laws the Community had to adopt several measures.


“ The trade mark shall not entitle the proprietor to prohibit its use in relation to goods which have been put on the market in the Community under that trade mark by the proprietor with his consent.

Paragraph 1 shall not apply where there exist legitimate reasons for the proprietor to oppose further commercialization of the goods, especially where the condition of the goods is changed or impaired after they have been put on the market.”

“Article 7 of the Trademark Directive, entitled “Exhaustion of the rights conferred by a trade mark”, provides that once a trademark owner sells (or

---

gives another permission to sell) his trademarked good anywhere in the European Union, he may not prevent the re-selling of the good by someone else within the European Union.”

The Council Regulation EC/40/94 established a Community Trademark System and a true Community level of protection of IP rights with its dispute settlement provisions.

Article 13 of the Council Regulation EC/40/94, has a similar wording with the Article 7 of the Regulation, it states that;
“ A Community trade mark shall not entitle the proprietor to prohibit its use in relation to goods which have been put on the market in the Community under that trade mark by the proprietor or with his consent.

Paragraph 1 shall not apply where there exist legitimate reasons for the proprietor to oppose further commercialization of the goods, especially where the condition of the goods is changed or impaired after they have been put on the market.”

In the Consten and Grundig126 case, Consten was the sole French distributor of the Grundig products. Costen was obliged not to export the products to any other country and similar restrictions were imposed on Grundig’s other distributors in other countries. Under another agreement, Consten was permitted to register a trademark GINT, which was applied to all appliances manufactured by Grundig, including the ones sold in Germany. When it was discovered that another French distributor, UNEF, had bought Grundig appliances in Germany and tried to sell them in France, Consten used its trade mark to stop the infringing exports. The ECJ held that the exercise of an intellectual property right could not be used to frustrate the rules of competition law. The ECJ held that using trademark rights in order to prevent parallel imports was a violation of Article 81 EC and referred

---

exercise of intellectual property rights rather than their existence. According to Anderman;

“The ECJ marked out three legal categories in the interface between EC competition law and IPRs. Existence was the authority of Member States to determine the conditions of IPRs. This was beyond the reach of Articles 85 and 86. The permitted forms of exercise of IPRs, was defined by a combination of powers granted by IPR legislation and the limits imposed by Articles 85 and 86 (and 36). The third category, “prohibited forms of exercise” of IPRs, was defined by the prohibitions in Articles 85 and 86 (and 36)”.127

The exhaustion of rights principle was first argued in the Deutsche Grammophon case128 in this case the applications of the provisions of the Treaty relating to the free movement of goods between Member States, article 30-36, to limit the enforceability of intellectual property rights also was argued. The plaintiff wanted to prevent the defendant from selling, in Germany, goods, obtained from a subsidiary and licensee of the plaintiff in France.

In this case as well as the exhaustion of rights, the existence and exercise of the rights were argued.

ECJ held that if the exercise of the right in question was not contrary to Articles 81 and 82 than it was necessary to consider whether the exercise of this right was compatible with other provisions of the Treaty, especially the articles relating to free movement of goods. The court considered the existence of the right to be unaffected by all Community rules not just the rules about competition.

The Court pointed out that the Article 36, permits the prohibition or restriction on the movement of goods between Member States justified on grounds of protection of industrial property, while clearing out the limits by providing that the exceptions must not amount neither to arbitrary discrimination or to a disguised restriction on trade between Member States; the restrictions had to be justified for the protection of the rights that formed the “specific object” of the property. The Court held that:

"If a protection right analogous to copyright is used in order to prohibit in one Member State the marketing of goods that have been brought onto the market by the holder of the right or with his consent in the territory of another Member State solely because this marketing has not occurred in the domestic market, such a prohibition maintaining the isolation of the national markets conflicts with the essential aim of the Treaty, the integration of the national markets into uniform market. This aim could not be achieved if by virtue of the various legal systems of the Member States private persons were able to divide the market and cause arbitrary discriminations or disguised restrictions in trade between the Member States."

EU has accepted regional exhaustion of trade mark rights. There are several cases related to the geographical area of the exhaustion of the trade mark rights.

In the Ideal Standart\textsuperscript{129} case, American Standart was a manufacturer of heating equipment and sanitary ware, which had international subsidiaries in France and Germany. German subsidiary (Ideal Standard GmbH) owned a trade mark “ideal standard” in Germany and dealt with only the sanitary ware due to the decision given by the American Standart to end its operations on the heating equipments. The French subsidiary (Ideal Stadard SA) registered the Ideal Standard trademark in 1949 for both of the equipments. Because of the American Standard’s decision

French subsidiary turned over its manufacturing and marketing activities and assigned its trademark in heating equipment to another French company which it had no economic links. The French company assigned the trademark to another entity, Compagnie Internationale de Chauffage in Nord Est group.

Compagnie Internationale de Chauffage began to sell its heating equipment under the Ideal Standard trademark in Germany through its German subsidiary, IHT Internationale Heiztechnik GmbH. As a result since German subsidiary of American standard was using the Ideal Standard trademark in its sanitary products, there were two Ideal Standard marks were being used in Germany.

Ideal Standard GmbH brought an action for trademark infringement against IHT Internationale Heiztechnik GmbH before Germany’s local court. The German Court held that IHT had infringed IS GmbH’s trademark rights. The IHT appealed to a Higher German Court and the High Court referred questions to ECJ.

ECJ based its decision on exhaustion doctrine and consent. The Court held that because a trademark proprietor’s assignment does not afford the proprietor the opportunity to control the goods bearing the assigned mark, it does not constitute consent within the meaning of exhaustion. The Court stated that the national trademark rights are not only territorial but also independent of each other and explained the territoriality as;

"The principle of territoriality means that it is the law of the country where protection of a trademark is sought which determines that protection."\(^{130}\)

The Court also cited the Article (6) 3 of the Paris Convention, which states that a mark registered in one signatory country is regarded as independent of marks registered in other signatory countries.

Even though the Article 7 of the Council Directive 89/104/EEC accepts the Community wide exhaustion regime, the Member States which accepts the international exhaustion regime had conflict with the legislation of the Community and question aroused if the Member States were free to choose the international exhaustion.

In the Silhouette case, Sihouette International Schmied is an Austrian Company that markets trademark-protected eyeglasses in Europe. Silhouette sold its out of date design frames to Middle East through its sales representative for the Middle East. Silhouette instructed its representative to tell its first buyer that the goods were for sale only in Bulgaria or in the Eastern European countries of the former Soviet Union. Hartlauer Handelsgesellschaft wants to sell Silhouette's out of fashion glasses at a discount rate, but Silhouette refused to sell his products in a discount store, believing that its trademark, which represents the superior quality products, would be harmed. Hartlauer brought Silhouette's frames and offered them for sale through its outlets in Australia. Silhouette filed a case against Hartlauer, arguing that its trademark rights were not exhausted within the Community because it never had consent. Silhouette's argument failed because the Australian law recognized the international exhaustion of trademarks. Silhouette appealed, the ECJ held that, Member States could not act unilaterally and the protection of the Common Market was the first priority. In this case the Court refused to accept international exhaustion basing on the reason that allowing each Member State to decide whether or not to permit the importation of gray market goods would divide the internal market.

In the Sebago case, Sebago shoes were sold in the Maxi-GB hypermarkets, which run by GB-unic. The shoes were parallel imported from El Salvador. Sebago claimed that GB-Unic had infringed its trademark rights by marketing the

---

shoes in the European Economic Area without its consent. Sebago argued that Article 7 of the Trademark Directive should be laying down the principle of Community wide exhaustion while the GB-Unic claimed that the directive was stating the principle of international exhaustion. If Sebago would exhaust its rights to hinder the free movement of licensed goods only from one EEA country to another by marketing or licensing its protected goods in the European Economic Area, or if it would lose its right to hinder free movement of such goods coming from one country in the world to EEA.

The Court relied on its decision in Silhouette case. ECJ considered the preamble of the Trademark Directive. The first recital of the preamble notes that the trademark laws applicable in the Member States contain disparities that may impede the free movement of goods and the freedom to provide services, and that may thereby distort competition within the common market. ECJ held that the directive should be interpreted as to prevent Member States from providing for international exhaustion.

In Maglite decision, the defendant imported Maglite lights directly from the United States into Norway. American producer of the Maglite lights sued the defendant claiming the infringement of its trademark. The Norwegian Trade Mark Act doesn’t contain rules about exhaustion but according to EFTA Court it’s established in Norwegian law that international exhaustion was accepted for trademarks. The plaintiff claimed that its trademark rights were not exhausted because Article 7 (1) of the Trademark Directive exhaustion is accepted only EEA wide. The EFTA Court held that in the EEA context, Article 7 (1) of the Trademark Directive must be interpreted as leaving it to EFTA states belonging to the EEA (Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway) to decide whether they wish to introduce or maintain the principle of international exhaustion of rights with regard to goods originating from outside the EEA. The Court also noted that the principle of international exhaustion is in the interest of free trade and competition and thus in

the interest of consumers.\textsuperscript{135} The Court also based its decision on that unlike EC Treaty the EEA Agreement does not establish a customs union, but a free trade area. According to Article 8 of the EEA the principle of free movement of goods only applies to goods originating in EEA. A product manufactured in a third country and imported into an EFTA State would not be subject to the principle of free movement of goods within the EEA.\textsuperscript{136}

Having two different judgments in the Silhouette case and the Maglite case brings the question of if there will be a uniform regime about the exhaustion of trademark rights? Choosing the international exhaustion regime through out the EFTA countries or EEA wide exhaustion does not make a difference, because the products originating from outside the EEA do not benefit anyway from the principle of free movement.\textsuperscript{137}

Before the implementation of the Trademark Directive Germany, Austria, Sweden, Finland, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Benelux countries were applying international exhaustion system, the trademark owner could not exercise his exclusive right in order to stop imports of branded goods marketed by him, by a related company or with their consent anywhere abroad. France and United Kingdom had similar rules. After the Trademark Directive Germany accepted the directive as a mandatory principle.

However United Kingdom had a different approach than Germany in the Davidoff\textsuperscript{138} case. Davidoff owned the UK trademarks COOL WATER and DAVIDOFF COOL WATER. A & G Imports imported into the UK a quantity of Davidoff product, which were placed in the market in Singapore. Davidoff brought proceedings against A & G Imports claiming that its trademark rights were infringed. Davidoff claimed that the agreement with the distributor included the

\textsuperscript{135} para. 19 of the judgement.
\textsuperscript{136} para. 24-26 of the judgement.
\textsuperscript{138} Zino Davidoff SA v. AveG Imports, CH 1998/D/45/7 to see the decision www.open.gov.uk/courts/court/highhome.htm.
requirement that the distributor agreed not to sell any products outside its territory. English Court considered the “consent” in this case. The Court held that the goods are presumed to be sold free of restrictions unless those restrictions were made clear to the buyer at the time of the sale, according to English law. Than continued that Davidoff didn’t clearly put any restriction for further sale and movement of the goods.


6.3. The Limits of the Exhaustion of Trademark Rights

6.3.1. Protection Against the Importation of Similar Products Bearing a Similar Trademark

If a two similar product have a similar trademark than confusion may arise. In the Terrapin\footnote{Case 119-75, Terrapin v. Terranova, [1976] ECR 1039.} case, a UK based company; Terrapin Ltd. manufactured prefabricated houses under the trademark ‘Terrapin’. In Germany under the trademark ‘Terranova’, similar products were sold by another company. The Court held that a trademark owner could prevent importation of products that were confusingly

---


similar to his under three conditions: 1) there should be no agreement restricting competition between the undertakings, 2) there should be no legal or economic ties between them, 3) their respective rights should arise independently of one another. The Court noted that it was a matter for the national court to decide if there was a similarity or confusion. The decision was reached through proper application of Article 36, the recognized exceptions in cases of exhaustion of rights was seriously considered.\textsuperscript{143}

### 6.3.2. Protection Against the Parallel Importation of Products That Have Been Repackaged after Being Marketed

In Hoffman-La Roche v. Centrafarm\textsuperscript{144} case, Hoffman La Roche produced the drug “Valium” in Switzerland and the German subsidiary of the firm produced the same drug under license in Germany under the trademark “Valium Roche”. German subsidiary sold “Valium” in packets of 20 or 50 tablets which were later packaged, five small packets at a time, in quantities of 100 or 250 tablets to be used in hospitals. Also the British subsidiary of the company produced the same drug, but marketed the product in the United Kingdom, in packages containing 100 or 500 tablets, at a much lower price than Germany. Centrafarm obtained the Valium from United Kingdom and imported it to Germany. Centrafarm repackaged the products complying with the German packing requirements and then affixed the Hoffman-La Roche trademark and the registration number for Valium and added its own name, address and phone number and a statement that it had repackaged the drug. Each package came with an information leaflet signed by Hoffman-La Roche. Hoffman brought an action claiming that Centrafarm infringed its trademark.


\textsuperscript{144} Case 102/77, Hoffman La Roche v. Centrafarm, [1978] ECR 1139.
The German Court asked the European Court of Justice to clarify the legal position. The Court repeated its definition for the specific subject matter of trademarks. It stated that the essential function of a trademark is “to guarantee the identity of the origin of the trademarked product to the consumer or ultimate user, by enabling him without any possibility of confusion o distinguish that product from products which have another origin”\(^{145}\). The effectiveness of this guarantee depends on the assurance that the consumer should be certain that the product was not to any previous stage of marketing by a third party without the consent of the proprietor of that trademark. The Court held that the right to prevent such interference was a part of the specific subject matter of a trademark.

The Court continued “the proprietor of a trademark is entitled to prevent an importer of a trademarked product, following repackaging of that product, from affixing the trademark to the new packaging without the authorization of the proprietor.”\(^{146}\)

The Court also noted that under certain conditions Article 30 could not be used to prevent the free movement of goods and held that it would be illegal if a firm uses trademark rights with the effect of artificially partitioning the market between Member States. The court stated four conditions; 1) The defendant importer must establish that the use of the trademark right will contribute to the artificial partitioning of the common market, 2) show that the repackaging occurred in a manner that will not affect the quality of the product, 3) give the owner of the trademark prior notice of the marketing of the repackaged product, 4) clearly state the repackager’s name on the product.

The Court did not specify how to interpret the first condition, it was not clear if the intention to use the trademark to partition the common market had to be proven

\(^{145}\) para. 7 of the judgement.
\(^{146}\) para. 8 of the judgement.
or if it was sufficient that reliance on the trademark right would contribute to the partitioning of the common market.\textsuperscript{147}

In the Pfizer v. Eurim-Pharm\textsuperscript{148} case, Eurim-Pharm imported the antibiotic Vibramycin into Germany. Pfizer’s British subsidiary produced and marketed the product in United Kingdom. Eurim-Pharm repackaged the product but didn’t open the internal package, put a transparent window on the external package so that the Vibramycin pfizer on the strip would be visible. Eurim-Pharm also informed Pfizer about its intentions. On the back of the box, the names and the addresses of the manufacturer and the importer were given also a statement; “packaged by the importer” was added.

Court of Justice held that the Eurim-Pharm had satisfied the conditions two, three and four which was stated in the Hoffman-La Roche v. Centrafarm case. The specific purpose of the trademark was protected by conditions two, three and four, therefore Eurim-Pharm did not misled the consumer. The consumer would have confident in the product’s origin if the three conditions were satisfied. John E. Somorjai\textsuperscript{149} agrees with the Court’s decision; disallowing the importation because the trademark owner did not intend the partition of the common market would not be the best interest of the consumer and also would not be the best interest of the common market, because of the reduce in the competition and the restriction of trade. Esin Çamlibel Taylan\textsuperscript{150} thinks, even though there is a difference between the Hoffman-La Roche v. Centrafarm and the Pfizer v. Eurim cases in means of the repackaging, this should not allow the Court to consider the infringement of the trademark right of the trademark owner, because the proprietor’s right to put his trademark on the package of the product.


\textsuperscript{150} Taylan, Esin Çamlibel (2001), Marka Hakkinin Kullanimiyla Paralel Ithalatin Önlenmesi, Ankara, p.129.
On 11th of July 1996, a decision about the question concerning market partitioning, relabelling, over-relabeled and packaged, parallel imported goods, was given by ECJ in the cases Bristol-Myers Squibb and Others v. Paranova\(^\text{151}\), Eurim-Pharm v. Beiersdorf\(^\text{152}\), MPA Pharma v. Rhone-Poulenc Pharma\(^\text{153}\). ECJ was asked whether the provisions of Trade Mark Directive have replaced or merely supplemented the provisions of the Treaty on free movement of goods.

The Court held that the trademark owner's rights must be assessed on the basis of combined provisions of national trademark law and Article 7 of the Directive, interpreted in the light of Article 30 (ex 36) of the Treaty. As for the question concerning Article 7(2) of the Directive, the ECJ held that the Article 7 of the Directive and Article 30 of the Treaty pursue the same result, their aim is to protect the trademark rights and the free movement of goods in the Common Market. For this reason they should be interpreted the same way. The ECJ repeated the four conditions in Hoffman-La Roche case, and stated that unless these four conditions are not met, trademark owner may rely on his rights to prevent parallel importation of the products repackaged and relabeled by the importer. Article 7(2) of the Directive should be interpreted in this context.

The Court also stated that a trademark owner’s rights to control the use of its mark on packaging could be exhausted when such exhaustion is necessary to ensure the free movement of goods.

In Centrafam v. American Home Products\(^\text{154}\) case, American Home Products owned the trademarks “Seresta” and “Serenid D” for particular drugs. The trademark “Serenid D” was used in the United Kingdom and “Seresta” was used in the Netherlands. Centrafarm removed the mark “Serenid D” and repackaged it with the “Seresta” mark wihtout the consent of American Home Products and sold

the repackaged product in Netherlands where American Home Products was already circulating the same marked product.

Centrafarm as plaintiff, claimed that American Home Products could not benefit from Dutch Trademark Law because its use of different marks and different flavors for its products violated Articles 30 through 36. The Court dealt with the question of whether the registration of two trademark for the same product constituted a disguised restriction of trade prohibited by the second sentence of Article 30 (ex 36) and the reaffixation of the trademarks.

The Court held that a manufacturer could use different marks for the same product in different Member States as long as the manufacturer is not engaging in a disguised restriction on parallel trade between Member States. The Court held that the national courts should decide in each particular case whether the trademark owner has followed the practice of using different marks for the same product for the purpose of partitioning the markets. If this was not American Home Products intend than it could prohibit Centrafarm from its practice. In the Hoffman-La Roche case the illegality of effective partitioning of markets were stressed by the Court, but in this case the illegality of attempting to partition the markets was stressed.\footnote{Fuller, C.W.F. Baden “Economic Issues Relating to Property Rights in Trademarks: Export Bans, Differential Pricing, Restrictions on Resale and Repackaging”, European Law Review, Vol.6, 1981, p.177.} The Court also stated that the essential function of a trademark is to guarantee consumers the origin of the marked product, allows a trademark proprietor to use national trademark laws to prevent third party from deceiving the consumers by changing the proprietor’s trademark.
6.3.3. Protection Against the Parallel Importation of Products That Have Been Relabeled after Being Marketed

In Loendersloot v. Ballentine\textsuperscript{156} case, the Court examined if the principles applied to relabelling and repackaging of pharmaceutical products could be applied to other products. Ballentine produced alcoholic drinks, particularly whisky and marketed its products all around the world. Loendersloot was a Dutch firm. Ballentine claimed that Loendersloot removed the original labels of Ballentine's products or replaced them with copies. It also claimed that the Ballentine was removing the identification numbers of the products, the English word “pure” and the name of the importer approved by Ballantine and in certain cases replacing that name of another importer. The relabeled bottles were exported to traders in France, England, Japan, Spain and US.

Loendersloot defended itself claiming that the removal of the word “pure” and the alteration of the name of the importer was necessary to comply with the marketing regulations. It also claimed that Ballentine was using identification numbers to combat parallel trade.

ECJ held that the application of identification numbers is lawful if there is legal obligation or other important objectives under the Community Law, such as the recall of faulty products. However the Court also noted that if the manufacturer applied the identification number in order to control the distribution networks and the combat parallel trade, such practices would be considered under the competition rules.

As for the removal of the word “pure” the Court held that, if the Member State of destination does not allow the usage of the word “pure” than the usage of the world would be an obstacle for the parallel trade and that the trademark owner was not allowed to prevent relabelling.

\textsuperscript{156} Case C-349/95, F.Loendersloot Internationale Expeditie v. George Ballantine & Sons Ltd. And Others, [1997] I-6227.
6.3.4. Protection of the Reputation of the Trademark

In Christian Dior v. Evora\textsuperscript{157}, Dior France (Dior SA) was the exclusive owner of luxury cosmetic products such as Fahrenheit, Dune, Posion. Dior Netherlands (Dior BU) was the representative of Dior SA in Netherlands. Evora obtained Dior perfumes by parallel importation and sold them in Netherlands. During Christmas promotion Evora used Dior products in its advertising leaflets. Dior claimed that Evora’s action damaged the reputation of its trademark.

The Court considered the Article 5 and Article 7(1) and 7(2) of the Directive. The Court stated that there might be a legitimate reason within the meaning of Article 7(2) if a damage given to the reputation of a trademark.

6.4. The Doctrine of Common Origin

Common origin principle was argued in the Van Zuylen v. Hag\textsuperscript{158} case (HAG 1). Hag AG registered the trademark “Hag” in Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg for decaffeinated coffee. After the World War II the Belgian subsidiary was seized by the Belgian Government and than sold to Van Zuylen Freres in Luxembourg. The parent firm Hag AG remained in Germany and the Hag trademark became separately owned in Germany and in Luxembourg.

Hag Germany began to import coffee into Luxembourg from Germany. Van Zuylen claimed that Hag Germany was infringing its trademark rights. The ECJ considered the issue depending on Article 28-30 of the Treaty.

The Court repeated its opinion about the specific subject matter.

“The specific object of a trade mark right, in its very essence, is to indicate the origin, the source of the product and thereby to permit the holder to protect the

economic position which he has acquired by his expenditure of money, his technical efforts and his commercial activity.

It is by this right of putting the goods in circulation at the first stage that the holder can thus lawfully ensure such protection and, inter alia, forbid the trading in products bearing his mark by persons who do not have the right to do so.

The trademark right thus confers on him the power to forbid infringements by third parties.”

The Court continued;

In so far as it applies an exception to one of the fundamental principles of the Common Market, Article 36 only allows derogations from the free circulation of goods in so far as such derogations are justified by the protection of rights which constitute the specific object of such property.

The exercise of the trademark right is such as to contribute to the partitioning of the markets and thus to affect the free circulation of goods between Member-States, all the more so in that, as opposed to other industrial and commercial property rights, it is not subject to temporal rights.

It could not therefore be accepted that the exclusiveness of the trademark right, which can be the consequence of the territorial limits of the national laws, should be relied on by the holder of a mark with a view to prohibiting trading in one Member State, in goods lawfully produced in another Member State under an identical mark which has the same origin.

The Court stated that the trademark owners may not rely upon territorial limitations of national trademark rights to block imports and stated that Van Zuylen could not use its national trademark rights to block the importation of the identical Hag mark because the two marks came from the same origin.
Christopher Morcom thinks that the ECJ did not give any reason for the conclusions stated above\(^\text{160}\). David Bainbridge thinks that this case was not about the exhaustion principle, because German coffee had not been marketed by or with the consent of the owner of the Belgian trademark.\(^\text{161}\) The Court emphasized the common origin doctrine but did not explain why it is important.

European Court later on disapproved the decision given in the Hag I case with its decision in SA CNL-Sucal NV v Hag GF AG\(^\text{162}\). In this case the Belgium owner of the trademark “Cafe Hag” sought to sell its product in Germany. The German company wanted to prevent imports of the Cafe Hag relying upon its trademark rights. The parties were not interested with the Hag I decision however the Advocate General recommended the Court to reverse its decision in Hag I. The Advocate General stated that:

“The consumer is not, I think, interested in the genealogy of trademarks; he is interested in knowing who made the goods that he purchases. The function of a trademark is to signify to the consumer that all goods sold under that mark have been produces by, or under the control of the same person and will, in all probability, be of uniform quality.”

The Court emphasized the importance of trademark rights and again repeated the definition of specific subject matter of trademarks and the essential function of the trademarks. The Court did not focus on the common origin doctrine but on Hag AG’s lack of consent to the splitting of the original trademark.

Van Zuylen was a legally and economically independent entity, it was not a subsidiary of Hag AG. Hag AG never consented to Van Zuylen marketing of the Hag trademark in Germany for this reason the Court stated that the Hag AG did not exhaust its trademark rights. Incase of an involuntarily division of a

---


\(^{162}\) Case C-10/89, SAC NL-Sucal NV v. Hag GF AG. [1990] ECR I-3711.
trademark the Court considers that the proprietor of the trademark would not exhaust the specific subject matter of its national trademark.
VII. EXHAUSTION OF TRADEMARK RIGHTS IN TURKEY

The registration of trademarks were firstly legalized in Turkey, by the Trademark Regulation (Alamet-i Farika Nizamnamesi) in 1871. It was adopted from the French Law and required examination of the trademark before the registry. On March 3, 1965, Law No:551 on the Protection of Trademarks was accepted. In time it was understood that this law was inadequate. This law didn’t permit the third parties the objection right before the registration of a trademark, however they could file a case after the registration. Also Law No 551 didn’t allow the registration of service marks.

7.1. Turkey and the Customs Union

The relationship between Turkey and EC has started with the Rome Agreement. In September 12, 1963 Ankara Agreement was signed between the parties. The primary object of the Agreement is a full membership of Turkey. But in order to become a full member, Turkey had to pass through preparatory, transitional and final stages.

The final stage was the establishment of customs union between the parties. Customs Union Decision was adopted on 1 January 1996. The elements of the Customs Union was laid down in Article 10 as; “the prohibition between Member States of the Community and Turkey, of customs duties on imports and exports and of all charges having equivalent effect, quantitative restrictions and all other measures having equivalent effect which are designed to protect national production in a manner contrary to the objective of the Agreement, and the
adoption by Turkey of the Common Customs Tariff of Community in its trade with third countries, and an approximation to the other Community rules on external trade.”

By this decision Turkey agreed to abolish quantitative restrictions and measures having equivalent effect in order to maintain free movement of goods.

7.2. The effects of Customs Union on the Trademark Laws and the Exhaustion of Trademark Rights Principle in Turkey

Before the Customs Union Decision there was no single legislation in Turkish laws about the exhaustion of trademark rights. The conflicts about the parallel trade used to be solved according to the articles related to the unfair competition. The Article 17 of the Law No 551 stated the first sale right of the trademark owner, but did not mention about the exhaustion of trademark rights.

Before the radical changes were made in the field of the intellectual property rights, the Turkish High Court gave only a few decisions about the exhaustion of rights principle. In these decisions the exhaustion principle was accepted by implication.  

In the Annex 8 of the Customs Union Decision, the mutual responsibilities of the parties in the field of intellectual property rights were stated.

In the year 1994 and 1995, Turkey completed the necessary legislative studies and enacted entirely new set of IP rights. These are,

Decree Law No 544, for the establishment of Turkish Patent Institute, Decree Law No. 551 on Patents and Utility Models, Decree Law No. 554, for Protection of Industrial Designs, Decree Law No.555 for Protection of Geographical Indications, Decree Law No.556 Protection of Trademarks.

Decree Law No.556 Pertaining to the Protection of Trademarks has entered into force on June 27, 1995. This Decree Law brought Turkish law into compliance with the provisions of international agreements, such as Paris Convention and TRIPS\textsuperscript{165}.

Article 13 of the Decree Law establishes the exhaustion principle. Article 13 of the Decree Law No.556 Pertaining to the Protection of Trademarks states that;

“The acts related with a product containing the registered trademark shall not constitute a breach of the rights of a registered trademark, where such acts have occurred after the product has been put on the market in Turkey by the proprietor or with his consent.

The proprietor have the right, even within the provision of the first paragraph, to oppose further commercialization of the goods, especially where the conditions of the goods is changed or impaired after they have been put on the market.”

The exhaustion principle applies when the products are put on the market in Turkey. Also the article provides exhaustion, when the products are put on the market by the owner or with his consent. The trademark should be registered in Turkey. Because Article 6 of the Decree Law states that;

“Protection for a trademark under this Decree Law is obtained by registration.”

However Taylan thinks that unregistered trademarks should also be subject to exhaustion because the proprietor of an unregistered trademark can protect his trademark according to the articles related to unfair competition, additionally she believes since the unregistered trademark proprietor would not exhaust his trademark rights and would be able to prevent the infringements, it would cause a disadvantage to the proprietor of the registered trademarks\textsuperscript{166}. Yasaman disagrees with Taylan’s idea, since the unfair competition articles does not give the right to

the proprietor of a trademark to prevent the circulation of the trademarked product, so since there is no right than it is not possible to exhaust a right which does not exist.\(^{167}\)

As for the well known marks which are not registered in Turkey but protected according to the Paris Convention, exhaustion principle could not be applied because the Decree Law gives limited protection to the well known trademarks in means of Paris Convention. Article 7 (i) of the Decree Law states the Absolute Grounds for Refusal for Registry of a Trademark and states that,

“well known marks according to 6\(^{bis}\) of the Paris Convention, use of which are not permitted by their owners”

The proprietor of a well known trademark has right to object to the registration of the trademark by a third party or if its registered has the right to file a case. Other than the objection right the Decree Law does not give any other right (such as the right to prevent circulation) to the proprietor of the well known marks, since there is no right to prevent parallel imports of the well known marks than there is not a possibility of exhaustion of the well known trademark right.

The wording of the article; especially “the acts related with a product...” is not clear. According to Yasaman “the acts related with a product...” should be understood broadly\(^{168}\) and used parallel to the Trademark Directive 89/104/EEC. Tekinalp thinks that “the acts related with a product...” does not only mean the sales of the product by the third parties but also includes the advertisement of the trademarked product or using the trademarked product on leaflets.\(^{169}\)

Since the Article requires the products to be put in the market in Turkey, it is clear that the Decree law does not accept the international exhaustion principle. From the wording of the article, it is understood that the rights of the trademark owner will not be exhausted if the products are put on the market out of Turkey by the

---


owner or with the consent of the owner. Of course when Turkey becomes a full member of the European Union, she would have to make necessary changes on the law in order to comply with the regional exhaustion principle.

The Turkish High Court\footnote{Yarg. 11. HD., T.12.03.1999, E.1998/7996, K.1999/2099, Yarg. 11. HD., T. 14.06.1999, E.1999/3243, K.1999/5170.} agrees that the proprietor of a trademark does not exhaust its trademark rights if the products were not put on the market in Turkey and imported into Turkey from another country. Yasaman thinks that the trademarks of the proprietor does not exhaust even if the products were put on the market in Turkey and parallel imported into Turkey, because of the national exhaustion principle, trademark proprietor should be able to prevent parallel imports.\footnote{Yasaman, Hamdi & Ayoglu, Tolga (2004), Marka Hukuku, Istanbul, p.561-562.}

Article 9/2 of Annex 8 of the Customs Union Decision states that;

“This decision does not only imply exhaustion of intellectual, industrial and commercial property rights applied in the trade relations between the two parties under this decision.”

According to this article the trademark rights of the proprietor will not exhaust if the products are put on market in EU or vice versa. So it is not possible to have parallel imports from EU to Turkey or from Turkey to EU.

This article has been criticized by the Turkish doctrine. As it was stated above Article 10 of the Ankara Agreement sets out the provisions about abolishing the quantitative restrictions and measures having equivalent effect in order to prevent free movement of goods. One of the main aims of the Customs Union and the Ankara Agreement is to build an economic integration, with this article it is obvious that Turkey can not integrate itself to common market.\footnote{Yasaman, Hamdi & Ayoglu, Tolga (2004), Marka Hukuku, Istanbul, p.589-590.} According to Virginia Brown Keyder, “Turkey is caught in the middle; signatory to a Customs Union with no exhaustion principle and outside the Community for the purposes of...
interpretation of the Directives."\textsuperscript{173} According to Taylan Turkey took responsibility as a full member but with this article she can not benefit from the advantages of the full members.\textsuperscript{174}

CONCLUSION

Free trade cannot exist without the acceptance of the principle of free movement of goods. In order to maintain the free trade and the free movement of goods in a global market, custom duties on imports and exports, quantitative restrictions and measures having equivalent effects have to be removed. It has been argued that the trademark rights could be used to partition the market and prevent parallel trade and competition. In the field of intellectual property rights, trademark rights of the proprietor have been effected by the decisions of countries which are in favor of free trade.

European Community has been working on establishing a common market. To reach its goal the Community had to go through a long integration process, setting down the rules for protection of trademarks while maintaining the free movement of goods. For this reason the Community had to adopt new legislation. European Court of Justice tried to harmonize the trademark laws of the Member States as well as establish a balance between protecting and restricting the rights of the trademark proprietor who uses his rights against the free movement of goods principle. In this scope, exhaustion of the trademark rights is one of the principles that was accepted by the Community.

In order to find a place in the global market Turkey had to make the necessary changes in its legislation as well. According to the Ankara Agreement and the Customs Union Decision signed with EC, Turkey had to harmonize its laws with EC legislation. The newly adopted intellectual property laws comply with the European laws. The exhaustion of trademark rights is also accepted by the Decree Law No.556 Pertaining to the Protection of Trademarks. Even though the European Union has accepted a regional exhaustion regime, Turkey made its choice in favor of the national exhaustion.
Article 9/2 of Annex 8 of the Customs Union Decision states that;

“This decision does not only imply exhaustion of intellectual, industrial and commercial property rights applied in the trade relations between the two parties under this decision.”

As long as this article remains unchanged, the intended purposes of the Ankara Agreement and the Customs Union Decision cannot be achieved.

Turkey will have to make the necessary changes and will have to accept the regional exhaustion principle when she becomes a full member. On the other hand regional exhaustion principle does not satisfy the aims of the free trade and is not in favor of the consumers. The regional exhaustion principle is a barrier to free trade, international exhaustion justifies cheaper prices for consumers and increases the competition among sellers. The consumers should be able to have access to the lowest prices in their home market.
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